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GRAND HAVEN
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That Emphasixt
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A

“Slow down and

for uniform traffic

That’s the message to Holland
drivers from Sgt. Milton
Swingle, commanding officer of
the / Grand Haven State PoUce
post, in pointing out that June,
July and August are the months
when speed, the No. 1 public
enemy on highways, takes its

.

Juveniles under 17 cited for traffic violationsmust appear in Juvenile court, not in justice or
municipal courts which has sometimes been the case in the past

sent to

.

for a given period, and it is rare
that the state office does not

concur with the recommendation.

In some instances, if state records show even more violations,
the suspension period may be increased.
It

was

brought out that too
much interest has often been
shown in the juvenile’s rights and
protectionrather than the responsibilityhe has toward the
rest of the people. In one case,
after a Juvenile's license had been
suspended, he wrote the secretary
of state’soffice that he had lost
his license, and after he received
a duplicate he boasted of it to
the officers. Such defects would
not occur under the new system

A MUGGERS

SUBMIT RESIGNATIONS—Chief Deputy Clayton Forty (left)
and Deputy Nelson Lucas (right) Tuesday submitted their
resignations to Sheriff Gerald Vanderbeek, effective June 15.

enforcement

Ferry and

In

Taken From Baner

Found

in

Wheat Field

A safe stolen from the Farmers Cooperative Co. at Bauer on
May 21 was recovered Tuesday in
Chief Deputy Clayton Forry and
Deputy Nelson ucas Tuesday sub- a wheat field ;nore than 26 miles
from the scene.
mitted their resignationsto Sheriff

Quit Positions

-Chief Deputy Clayton Forry
Gerald Vanderbeek,effective June
said
the three Grand Rapids
15.
men and two women who had
In announcing their resignations,
both said their future plans are admittedto a series of 32 break<
ins in Western Michigan, were
since the secretary of state’s indefinite.
questioned further Wednesday reForry has been chief deputy for
office would be informed' of all
other burglaries in this
the last five and one-half years. garding
suspensions.
area. He
has
made
his
headquarters
in
One Justice asked whether the
The Grand Rapids men had
age on a juvenile’slicense should Holland during that time and gencarted the heavy safe by car to
be accepted as fact, and was erally covered sheriff’s business in
the feld where It was opened.
advised that parents must swear the southern half of the county.
Police said only a half dozen
to the facts when they accompany
Previous to his appointmentas pencils were in the safe.
chief
deputy
when
Vanderbeek
was
Juveniles in obtaining licenses.
The safe was found on the farm
Consequentlyparents are respon- first elected sheriff, Forry served
of A.L. .Corstange, one mile east
sible if the age listed is not cor- as Ottawa County conservation
of the Beltlineon Burton Rd.
rect
officer for three and one-half
Probate court has exclusive years. Before that he served on
JurisdicGon of Juvenile offenders. the Dowagiac police force for four
The court feels the young people years and was a deputy in Cass
Tien

fic violationsreported in fatal accidents were for speeding or driving too fast for conditions.”
Swingle said. "Safety appeals are
meant for all. If drivers will gear
their speed to existing conditions,
such as traffic and weather, it will
definitely cut down the number of

are not to be treated as criminals County.
and is working on a program for
During World War H he was a
.rehabilitation for traffic viola plant guard at Fairbaoks-Morse
in
tors. All records in this depart- Muskegon.
ment are kept strictlyoonfiden
Lucas has been a special deputy

John

Seeks

•

Carolyn NordwaU,

certi-

Grand Haven— Ford L. Broman,
B.A.; Budd J. Norris, M.A.; Jack
L. Paterek,B.S. and certificate;
Mary Lou Williams, M.A.
Jenison

-

Shirley

Ann

Koning.

certificate.

will Jump from the daily average
of 71. to 80 million miles.

Monday

years ago on April 3 that a group
of Holland men under leadership

of then

Commissioner WJL
Vande Water, organized thfc

Moose Gathers

Hamilton troop.
At that time Jesse Kool was
asked to be scoutmaster. He was
to serve until such time as a
regular scoutmastercould be appointed. To date, Kool ia still
scoutmaster.Ed Jansen was his
first assistant scoutmaster/ There
were eight boys in the original
troop and seven more Joined the

Eight Rons to

Defeat Gra-BeH

Moose garnered runs in four dif
ferent innings Monday night
drop Gra-Bell 8-1 and start on a unit to make 15 in a abort tme.
new win streak. Moose was undeTroop meetings were held in
feated until last Friday when Van- Kool’s basement for four and one
denberg upset them in a close con- half years, when plans were made
test.
to erect r log cabin. Ths was
In the opening contest severs done under directionof the troop
errors paved the way for a 5-4 committee and friends of scoutBareman Service win over Fords ing in Hamilton.
Moose scoring opened in the Fred Billett, present member
third inning on a walk to Walt of the troop committee and one
Hudzik followed by singles for of the original members of the
Matt NUnvlkosldand Stu Baker. committee,sparked the log cabin
Baker scored on an outfield fly by idea. Billett la also a member of
the executive board of the Grand
Frank Bagladi.
Red Hulst singled to open the Valley Council and vice chairman of the Chippewa district
fourth inning, and scored on
round-tripperby Les Doomeweerd The cabin was completedin 1948.
There have been 64 boys regisNumlkoskidoubled in the fifth and

Nunica - Wanda H. Jubb, B.S.
and certificate.
Spring Lake— Charles R. Bradshaw, B.A.; Joan E. Wagenmaker,
scored on Jason De Vries’ double
B.A. and certificate.
De Vries singled in the seventh
West Olive— Myrna L. Olsen, certificate.
followed by Hulst and DoorneFennvUle—Norma L. Crane, B.S. weerd with walks. De Vries scored
and certificate;James C. Davi- on an error by the pitcher and a
son( certificate;Elwin R. North- wild pitch scored Hulst
JM, certificate; Elwin R. North- Doorneweerd’s home run ark
Shields,B.A. and certificate; Lar- single in four trips to the plate,
and a double and single for Numlry B. Symons, B.A.
koski and De Vries paced Moose
hitters. Numikoski also pitched a
Dewey J. Hnizenga
two-hit ball game.
Gra-Bell 's lone tally came _
Dies at His Home
the third inning on a home run by
Dewey J. Huizenga,59. of 790 Erwin Ter Haar. Only other Gra
Bell hit was n single by Rodger
.

"This means greater exposure
to accidents,” Sgt Swingle said.
"State law does not set a specific
speed limit but it does require
that speeds be no greaer than
conditions Justify. In other
words, be sensible and use good
Judgment at the wheel. Avoid that
accident It’s possible.”

Hold
.

More than 60 membfert of the
Catholic Women's Gub met Monday evening in the St. Frkncis
auditorium for their last meeting of
the season. Speaker for the evening
was the Rev. R.
Sonefeld,
assistant pastor. In keeping with

At Event

ficate; Gene E. Stiles, B.A. and
certificate.
#

gan during the summer months

Final Meet of Season

To Get Degrees

tificate;

58,000 Injured in 184,000 accidents
in Michigan. This was an increase
over 1952 of nine per cent in
deaths, 18 per cent in injuriesand
15 per cent in accidents.
Ran-off-roadwayaccidents, the
type most commonly attributed to
driving too fast for conditions,accounted for 435 deaths.
Motor vehicle travel in Michi-

Catholic Women

To Mark Birthday

with national organizations in the
interest of teacher education.
Dr. Sangren will confer various
degrees and certificates.
Audrey J. HiU, 323 West 17th St.,
daughterof Mr. and Mrt. Blaise
Timmer, will receive a two-year
limited teaching certificate.
Other candidates for degrees and
certificatesare:
Coopers ville - Charles B. Cushway, B.A.; Marcia Lachman, cer-

In 1953 there were more than
1,900 persons killed and nearly
Safe

Maurice Luidens, 84, died unexpectedly Wednesday evening at his
home, route 2.
Surviving are the wife, Minnie,
one daughter-in-law,Mrs. Ed Hop;
one granddaughterand four great
grandchildren.
Funeral serviceswill be held SatTeachinf Certificates
Troop 33 Organized
urday at 2 p.m. from the South
Olive Christian Reformed Church.
AIs* WiU be Awarded
Just 10 Years Ago;
The Rev. Titus Heyboer will offiAt Waldo Stadium
ciate. Burial will be in North HolAdiie?emenU Cited
land Cemetery. The body is at Ver
On Holland student and atvtral Lee Funeral Home where friends HAMILTON Mich. (Special)
others from Ottawa County will may call.
Parent*, friends and Boy Scouts
Mr. Luidens was born in North are invited to a'potluck supper
receive degrees and teaching certificates at Western Michigan Col- Holland where he lived as a farmer and Court of Honor by troop 33
his entire life. He is the son of the
lege, Kalamazoo, at the Slat anof Hamilton next Monday evenlate Mr. and Mrs. John Luidens
nual commencement service at and for many years served as elder ing at Hamilton.
Waldo Stadium Saturdaymorning. in the consistory of South Olive
The event will be in the form
Dr. Samuel M. Brownell, direc- Church.
of a birthday party a* it was 10

Teachers College, New Haven,
Conn., he became acquainted with
Dr. Paul V. Sangren, WMC presldent, when both educators worked

fatalities."

Their future plans ore indefinite.

Scouts

CoBege Students

tor of the U.S. Office of Education,
will address the 636 students. As
presidentof New Haven State

statewide campaign to make
motorists more speed conscious.
"Last year 45 per cent of traf-

recall

secretary of
state’s office in Lansing with a
recommendation for suspension
the

JOHN

agencies are now cooperating in a

operator’s licensesif records warrant such action. Such licenses

are

m.

greatest toll

Michigan law

Wton

Unexpectedlyat 84

—

area

the court house. The meeting
was called by Prosecutor James
W. Bustard.
It was made clear that all

may

live longer.

sobner."

night in the supervisor'sroom of

Juvenile court

Danger

Drive too fast and die that much

control for Juveniles was fully
explained at a meeting of Justices of the peace and other enforcement officials Wednesday

1

in

Western Michigan

Watch

Prosecutor Bustard

Rights in

Maurice Luideni Dies

Sergeant Urges

JUDGE DONALD L BRUSH

WrM

Via

Overway. Overway was

on

the

tered as scouts in the life of troop
33. During the 10-year period, 16
scouU or former scouts have been
in the armed aerveee.
The troop also has an enviable advancementrecord. Tliey
have had five advancements to
first class, 11 scouts have attained star rank, seven life scouts
and four have achieved the Eagle
scout award.
Commissoner Otto Dresael will
direct the Court of Honor follow-

ing dinner. Field Scout Executive Dick Wilson will show films

on cubbing and scouting.

.

Former Scouts and. parents are
invited to attend the event be-

Mr. mound for the truckers.
Huizenga had been in ill health
In the second contest Bareman ginning at 6:30 at the scout cabin
to
V!
Jumped to an early lead in the in Hamilton*£ .
forJ4 yw1* He was a fanner.
Mr Huizenga was born Sept first jnnlng on a pair of singlesark
~n, 1894, in Holland township to an error, scoring Lou Borgman
tiaL
for four years and a full-time
John Tien, present Fillmore
the
Marian
Year, he told the
Mrs. John Y. Huizenga, and the Joe Berens homered in the third
Officialsattendingbesides the deputy for the last two and one- township clerk, today announced
"Story of the MiraculousMedal”
late John Y. Huizenga,who was and a single and double scored
prosecutorand four justices of half years. Previous to his appointhis candidacy for register of deeds and showed colored slides in consupervisor of Holland township Bob Borgman in the fourth.
the peace were Probate Judge ment as a full-timedeputy he
for many years. He was a member
of
Allegan county on the Re- nection with his subject
Trailing by one run in the fifth,
Fredrick T. Miles, Avery Baker worked at Baker Furniture Co. for
A short business session was held
of Trinity Reformed Church.
Lou Altena and Lou Borgman sinpublican ticket
'
who is in charge of the Juvenile three
division, and Milan Clark, drivers’
He has served as township with chairman, Mrs. Leslie Par- Three Hope College alumni will Surviving are the wife, Grace; gled, and scored on an outfield
rish, presiding.Minutes were read
two sons, John D. and Henry D. error.
Holland High School
license administratorfrom the
clerk for nine years since his apby
the secretary,Mrs. John Zych, receive honorary degrees at the Huizenga,both of Holland; four
Ron Appledom singled to open "finis” to one of its most successsecretary of state’soffice. Baker
pointment Sept. 1, 1945, to fill
has been named traffic referee
a vacancy caused by the illness and a report on the Tulip Time 89th annual convocation next Mon- grandchildren, Larry, Lois, Bar- the game for Fords, and scored on ful tennis seasons Tuesday mornbara and Linda Huizenga; his an infield error. Don S undin also ing when Coach Joe Moran prefor Juvenile court
of former clerk Justin Kleinheksel project was presented by the treas- day, Dr. Irwin J. Lubbers, college
mother, Mrs. John Y. Huizenga; singled, later scoring on another sented varsity awards to 15 men.
Three Ottawa County officers
He served as chairman of the urer, Mrs. Vincent Dufiy.
president, announced today.
two sisters, Bertha Huizenga and error.
The Dutch wound up with a
alos attended.
Fillmore townshp Republican Plans were announced for the
Michigan Supreme Court Justice Mrs. John Sterenberg, and
club's annual luncheon at Hotel
Fords other runs came hi the record of 13 victoriesagainst no
committee and in the last PresiCondition of John DeBoer, 71, of dential election through the help Macatawa, Wednesday noon, Aug. John R. Dethmers of East Lansing brother, Bert Huizenga, all of third inning. Wes Timmer was defeats. Two matches were canHolland.
18#
safe on an error, Sundin doubled, celled.Holland also captured the
59 East Seventh St., was reported of a well organized township
and Judge Donald L. Brush of
Funeral services will be held and both scored on A1 Piersma's regional title for the 12th straight
Mrs.
Herman
Schaeffer
was
in"much improved” by his son, Bill organization was instrumentalin
Herkimer, N.Y., will receive hoivseason.
DeBoer of 620 Maple Ave., who attainingalmost a 100 percent troduced to the club by newcomers orary doctor of laws degrees and Friday at 1:30 p.m. at the home single.
and 2 p.m. at Trinity Reformed
chairman,Mrs. Philip Frank.
Awards went to Dwayne Teureturned from visiting his father at registration with a record of
the Rev. John H. Bruggers of St.
Following the business meeting, Anne, 111., will be given an honor- Church, the Rev. John Ha ins ofslnk, Bob Saunders, Bill Japinga,
St.
Margaret’s
Hospital
in
Ham587
votes
cast
in
one
voting
preFiles Petitions
ficiating. Burial will be at RestWilbur Cobb spoke to the group re- ary doctor of divinitydegree.
Tom Overbeek, Tom Sanger, Hank
mond and Chicago last Friday cinct for the township.
Visscher,Paul Mack, Duane Grisnight.
He is married and has two garding the coming SummerSwin Judge Dethmers, native of Ples- lawn Cemetery.The body will be
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
sen, Delwin Grissen, Roger DooThe son and his wife had been in children, John Wesley who is dance with King Bosworthand his sis, Iowa, graduated from Hope In moved Thursday morning from
Ottawa County Prosecutor James Hammond since hearing of the ac- entering his last year at Western orchestra, which will be held SatDykstra Funeral Chapel to the
little,Paul Beukema, Phil Boers1925 and receiveda law degree
Bussard Wednesday was the first
residence,where friends may call
ma, David Bosch, "Jim Vander Pod
cident and plan to return again Theological Seminary and Sandra urday, June 26, in the ballroom of from University of Michigan In
to file a petition seeking the GOP
and
Mark de Velder.
Thursday
afternoon
and
evening.
Hotel
Macatawa.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Saturday. According to accounts, Ruth who is entering Hope Col1927. He practiced in Zeeland for
nomination in the Aug. 3 pri the car was forced into the flatbed
lege as a freshhman in Septem- Cobb are general chairmen for this three years and was city attorney
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
maries.
event.
steel carrierand the impact shear- ber. He owns and operates a farm
there. He was Ottawa county pro- Miss Pat Van Lente
Sheriff Jerry Vanderbeeksaid Dick J. Ver Hare, 74.
Bussard will be running for the ed the top off the DeBoer car.
Recitation
of
the
rosary
was
led
and is a member of the Allegan
secutor for four terms. Judge
here that in view of developfirst time. He was appointed last
by Rev. Sonefeld following the Dethmers served as president of Honored at Shower
DeBoer was given "no chance” County Farm Bureau.
menu
Tuesday in which both Diet of Heart Attack
June to fiD the unexpired term of to survive by specialistsupon arHe was born in Fllmore town- program.
Michigan ProsecutingAttorney’s Mrs. Norma Koster and Mrs. Deputies Gayton W. Forry and
WendeU A. Miles, left vacant when rival in St. Margaret’s Hospital. ship in 1900, was graduated from
ZEELAND (Special)
Dick
Hostesses for the evening were association,RepublicanState CenD. Vander Yacht entertaimd Nelson Lucas resigned effective J. Ver Hage, 74, of 131 South
Miles was appointed U.S. District
However, he passed a crisis Sun- Holland ' High school, attended members of Our Lady of the tral Committee chairman and
Tuesday evening in honor of Miss June 15, he had contacted the Elm St., died unexpectedly WedAttorney. Bussard resides with his
day and now is able to move his Hope College two years and was Rosary, who also were In charge chief assistant attorney general.
Pat Van Lente who will become chiefs of police of Holland and nesday following a heart attack.
family at 318 Visser St., Spring arms and legs and his breathing is graduated from MacLaughlin of program arrangements.MeetHe
was
elected attorney general
the bride of Leon Vanderf Yacht Zeeland, had talked with Hans
Lake.
Surviving are a daughter, Mrs.
better.He suffered a broken neck Business College. He has served ings will be resumed in September. in 1944, and held that post at time
Suzenaar, head of the auxiliary Charles Vander Ven of Holland;
June 25.
Miss Anna Van Horssen, seeking
as school official in his district
and was completely paralyzed.
of appointment to the Supreme
Games were played and dupli- police in Holland, and had talked three sons, John, at home, Benher third term as county clerk,
He was traveling to Hammond and for the past 15 years has
Court by Governor Kelly in 1946. cate prizes were awarded to Mrs. with other deputies in the area,
jamin of Jackson and Andrew of
also has filed. Previous to 1950 with a stepson, Albert DeBoer of been a member of First Reformed Miss Lorraine Graves
He was electedto the office in 1947 Harvey Bluekamp, Mrs. Leonard and had been assured of their
Louisville, Ky.; two grandwhen she was appointed to the Roseland, 111,, to visit a stepdaugh- Church in Holland.
Honored at Shower
and again in 1953. His son, John, Mulder and Miss Audrey Speer. fullest cooperaton in providing
children; one brother, Peter, of
Clerk’s Job upon the retirement of ter, Mrs. Jacob DeBoer in Hamis graduating from Hope this year
the best service possible to the
William Wilds she served as depuMiss Lorraine Graves, who will and another son, David, will enter A two-courselunch was served. people in the southern half of Zeeland and three sisters,Miss
mond when the accident occurred.
Invited
were
the
Mesdames
Lena Ver Hage of Zeeland, Miss
ty clerk for 30 years. She resides He planned to return to Holland
be married July 3 to Abraham Hope in the fall.
Arthur Tors, GHbert Tors, Grace Ottawa county.
James Dyke of Grand Rapids »ind
at 520% Woodlawn Ave., with her last Saturday.
Moore, was guest of honor at a
Judge Brush, a native of Herki- Vander Yacht, Richard Vander
Vanderbeek has received the Mrs. John Bakker of Holland.
sister, Miss Louise Van Horssen.
shower given Friday evening by mer, graduated from Hope in 1912,
Yacht, Andrew Vander Yacht, formal resignations of his two
Funeral services will be held
Robert J. Kammeraad, seeking
Mrs. Lordlta Graves at their home,
taught for three years in Grand Edward Vander Yacht Maynard deputies. Ferry’s read: "Kindly Saturday at 2 p.m. at Yntema
Reports
Feature
Final
his fifth term as registerof deeds,
route 2, Hamilton.
be advised by Clayton W. Forry,
Haven and received a law degree
Laid in
indicated he would file within the
Games were played and duplicate from Albany Law School in 1918. Vander Yacht Rchard Vander Sr., 189 West 26th St., Holland, Funeral Home with the Rev.
Meeting of Chapter
Yacht
Lester
Vander
Yacht
John den Ouden officiating.
next few days. He and Bis family
ZEELAND (Special) — Zeeland prizes awarded. A three-courselun- He was elected first Judge of the
Harvey Bluekamp, Leonard Mul- Mich., J do hereby give you Burial will be in Vriesland Cemeliv* at 1031 Waverly St, Grand Star of Bethlehem Chapter, Council Monday night ordered cheon was served. The bride-elect
notice that I tender my resignaChildren’s Court of Herkimer der and Miss Speer.
No. 40, OES closed the season
Haven.
tery. The body is at the funeral
sidewalks installed for several opened her gifts in a "shower of county and held that office until
tion effective June 15, 1954.’*
Thursday
night
with
a
business
home where relativesand friends
Deadline for filing petitionsis
areas in the city.
rice” from an arrangement of 1929. He has served the Republican
Signed Clayton W. Forry, Sr
may
meet the family Friday from
June 15 at 4 p.m. in the clerk’s meeting which featured reports on
Swinginf
Cable
Clips
flowers
with
streamers.
Included were both sides of West
chief deputy of Ottawa county.
party as county chairman, deleDutch costume sales and other
7 to 9 p.m.
office.
Guests were tije Misses Lucy gate to a national convention and
Central Ave., and Jefferson St.
The
message
was
notarized
as
projects.
Elderly Pedestrian
Mr. Ver Hage was born in
from Main to Central Sts. The Cen- Moore, Marcia Sternberg, Betty La to the New York State Constitufollows: “On this seventh day of
A soloist from the chapter was
71-year-old
man
received
Vriesland, son of the late Mr.
tral Ave. project will include more Combe, Betty ^ladeloff and the tional Convention.
Anna Vedders Dies
appointed to sing with the chorus
minor Injurieswhen struck by a June 1954, before me, a notary and Mrs. John Ver Hage. Several
than 3,600 feet and Jefferson St. Mesdames Jewel Graves, Jr., H.
He was named special counsel cable tom loose from an over- public in and for Ottawa county, years ago he was a truck farmer.
at Grand Chapter in October.
At Home in Zeeland
about 1,240 feet.
Sternberg, Alice Inman, Beatrice to a Joint legislativestudy comMeetings during July and August
hanging sign after it was hit by Mich., Clayton W. Forry to me
Council took action because the Van Dine, Rose Warzak, Lorraine mittee to revise laws relating to
•will
be
discontinued.
a truck at the comer of Eighth personallyappeared and after
ZEELAND (Special)
Miss
area is much traveled by children Gamby, Laura La Combe, Blanche Children's Courts and Juvenile
St and River Ave. Tuesday morn- beng duly sworn did say that Bridal Shower Fetes
Ann Vedders, 76, died Wednes- The chapter will Join the going to school. Up until now, the LaCombe, Bertha West, Frances
thia was his wish and sign above,”
day at her home, 37 South Elm Masonic bodies at a picnic during youngsters were forced to walk in Houtman, H. Radeloff, Doris Har- delinquency by Governor Dewey. ing.
signed C.C. Wood, notary public. Miss Thelma Wahl
In
1943
he
was
appointed
counsel
July.
Police said Peter Roos, 71, local
St. She had been in ill health, for
the streets.
vish. Jennie Slotman, Minnie De to the New York State Department
Worthy Matron, Mrs. Gerrit
hotel address, refused hospitali- Lucas’ letter,in ^parate ensome time, v
Mrs. Jacob Stremler, Miss Joyce
City
Superintendent.
Leon
W.
Bidder,
Dolly
S t e g i n g ar David of Agriculture and Markets, and
velop, was similar.
zation. He received a cut on the
Stremler and Miss Lila Jana
Surviving are two sisters, Mrs. ]ilatz, annuonced that all memSears said notices ordering instal- Moore, Hilda Stygstra and Irena La in 1953, as county Judge and surhead when he was clipped for the
Stremler were hostessesat a bridMales Van Kampen, with whom bers are invited to open house
lation would be sent to property Cress.
rogate of Herkimer county. He is swinging cable.
al shower Saturday in honor ai
she msde her home, and Mrs. and a basket lunch Sunday at
Driver Fined
owners
beginning
about
June
2L
a member of the Reformed Dutch
the Eastern Star Villa in Adrian.
Driver of the semi, Paul Potter,
Miss Thelma Wahl, bride-electof
Henry Prins, also of Zeeland.
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
Sears also reported that the
Qiurch consistory,Board of Edu- 44, route 2, Zeeland, said he was Oiarle* H. Baker, 23, Muskegon, Bernard Stremler.
Funeral services will be held Mrs. Gaude Ketchum, chair- Lawrence St. park rest rooms will
man,
and
a
committee
of
men
cation of the RCA and member of making a right turn south on
Saturdayat 3,p.m. at Baron FunGifts were presented, games
paid 360 fine and $3.90 in Justice
be completed this week, and the
Hope College board of trustees.
River Ave., off Eighth St., when Frederick J. Workman’s Court were played and lunch was served
eral Home, the Rev. A. E. Rozen- served lunch.
fence up soon. Progress on the new
A graduate of Hope in 1915 and the top of his semi struck the Saturday afternoon on a reckless by the hostesses.
Admitted to Holland Hospital
dal officating.Burial will be at
500,000 gallon water tank was Tuesday were Mrs. Marvin Smal- Western Seminary in 1918, Rev.
large overhead sign on Peck’s driving charge. Baker was taken Present were the Mesdames John
East Holland Cemetery.The body Coarse Changed
reported,and Sears said steel work legan 1555 South Sanford, Zee- Bruggers has a bachelor of divinDrug- Store.
will, be taken from the funeral
into custody by State police about Keen, Ben PoU, Gerrit Ortman,
ALLEGAN (Special)
The is complete. The tower is currently
land; Mrs. Bernard Van Oort, ity degree, also from Hope. In
Potter said he was unable to 12:45 a.m. May 31 following a John Ortman, Harold Bolhuis,John
home to the residence Thursday course to.be taught at PlainweU being painted.
456 Riley St; Jacob Havnga, 623 1918 he vfas in France, Belgium swing any wider because of cars chase ip both * Tallmadge • and Lam, Bernard Keen,
morning.Friends may call at the High school beginning Monday,
Mayor Pro-Tem Sid Schaap pre- 13th Ave., Mrs. Henry Wolfe, and Germany as a YMCA secre- on River Ave. Other cables held
residence.
beke, James Keen, J
Wright townships, on US-16.
Aug. 2 at 8:30 a.ra. will be Hu- sided in the absence of Mayor Jr., 715 136th Ave.; Mrs. How- tary and from 1919 to 1928 was
the
sign from fallingto the aideReuben
Herter, David
man Growth and Development, Robert S. De Bruyn who is still on ard Beelen, route 1, Hudsonville. pastor of Holland Sixth Reformed
walk.
The Children's Choir of Central instead of Problems in Elemen- vacation.
Terry Ver Hulst. 16-year-old vey Boikema, Ted
Dscharged Tuesday were Fred- Church. He was pastor of CoopersAvenue Church will sing at the eve- tary Education.Dr. Louis Govason of Mr. and Mrs. Don Ver Schierbeek,
erick Urban, Macatawa ; Mrs. ville Reformed Church for 15 years Miss Sharon Crawford,
ning service Sunday at West Olive tos will be instructor for the class
Hulst of 234 West 22nd St, enMrs. Jeanette Kremer and her Donald Weatherwax, 212 Arthur before taking his present charge in of Mr. and Bin. Donald Oawford,
tered Blodgett Memorial
Oiristian Reformed Church. Mm. which will meet Monday, Tuesday
grandson, John Sullivan,have ar- Ave.; Mrs. L.C. Montrose, 166 1943.
John Tibbe is director at the choir. Wednesday and Thursday
for . nved from Alice, Tex., to spend
a
He has been president of Chicago bSStoi
Keuning will be speaks -at three weeks from 8:30 until noon the summer at her cottaee on West East Eighth St; Edna Hossink,
361 West 17th St; Mn. John Synod, member of the eh
•nd gives three hours aredit 32nd St ® Jettison Park!
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a stroke about three days ago.
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Honor Degrees

Horan Presents

On Hree Alumni
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Awards

John DeBoer, 71,

‘Much Improved’

James Bussard
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55 Applications

Holland Christian Netters

For Permits Filed

Repeat as State Champions

In Last

Dykema-Teennan

Stern Wheeler Launched

Combination Wins

At Saugatuck

Ceremony

Chord)

1M4

Month

StTcnl Hereof Jobs

bchded Among 24
Bidom Last Week

Musk

Fifty-five applicationsfor build-

ing permits totaling 320,803 were

Conference Set

May with City Clerk
Clarence Grevtngoed and Buildthe whistles and bells of pleasure
ing Inspector Joseph Shashaguay.
Showboat Program
craft, the shouts of proud SauguThe breakdown follows: one
new house, 38,500; six new garages
tuck and Douglas residents and
HighlightsCabMeet
Holland Christian'stennis squad
The second annual Conference 32,750; 19 permits for residential
the tooting of the Fennviile high
took its second straight state class
showboat program was fea- school band. The "Island Queen" on Church Music will be held at remodeling, 37,050; 21 reroofing,
B championship,Saturday after- tured at a Van Raalte School Cub slid down the ways into the Kelt Calvin College in Grand Rapids 35,230; one church addition,$90,Aug. 18-25, it was announced today 000; two permits for new foundamazoo River here Saturday.
It was Saugatuck’sfirst ship by Dr. Henry A. Bruinama,’ direc- tions, $1,300; two for repairs to
tor of the conference and visiting resiential properties,$275; two for
in thrilling fashion _after the ,qjere comes the Showboat” and launching in decades snd the resort center that was once widely lecturer in musicology -at the Uni- house sidings, $698; one for addiMaroons had battled 17 other B gp^e Overway announced the
tion to a factory, $5,000. N
known as a shipbuilding town, versity of Michigan.
eliminations two weeks
I program,
During the past week 24 appH
Approximately200 church musipulled
it
off
in
fine
style.
schools, who had survived regional Mr^
Barkel's den 2 sang
cians from throughout the United cations for building permits were
The
Island
Queen
is
a
55-foot
In addition to capturing the team
with Jimmy
stem wheeler destined for excur- States and Canada will meet on filed, totaling $17,503.60. Applitrophy, he Dutch, also for the se- Essenburg as soloist, Mrs. G.
the college campus for a week of cations follow:
cond straightyear, won the state gteffen*, den was represented by sion service between Saugatuck
and New Richmond, 12 miles up study and concerts under guidance Henry Leeuw, 176 West 16th
doubles crown. Paul Dykema and Meivin Andringa playing accorSt., apply cedar shingles on side of
Jim Teerman repeated last year’s dion goto. Den 6, led by Mrs. M. the river. It was built almost of prominent authoritiesin the house, $200; self contractor.
field
of
church
nituic.
single-handed
by
Dick
Hoffman
--- u k-. ^
presented '
40 East 19th St,
. Baas,
.
on a design by University of Featured lecturer and recitalist James
same East Grand Rapids doubles
j^rs. A. Essenburg’sden
will be Prof. Robert Noehren,head remodel front porch, $200; self,
Michigan
Naval
architects
who
combinationin this year’s finals.
sought to incorporate old-fashion- of the organ department at the co5Jr,ct?rThe singles trophy
________
University of Michigan School of
West
Hoffhines of Battle Creek Lake- 4' presente<jLeon Van Dyke and ed riverboat styling on a modem,
Music, who will give a series
St**
24,q Lj0 fe^
view who whipped Jerome Dobson jimmy Crorier playing saxophone safe hull.
r*“nitnict on’ 58,5005
of Bloomfield Hills Cranbrook duets. Gordon Ten Brink of Fifty-fivefeet long and powered four lectureson
school in the
Waverly School gave the story by a diesel, it will draw only 11 tion, design and liturgicalusage,
pkma, 255 Ww* 10th St,
inches with a capacity load of and will also give on* recitalin
Coach Clare Pott's Christian net- of a fisherman,
60
passengers.
series
of
evenly
’ 5200,
ten took the tiUe with points. A nine-piece Cub band played
vk RiwrAv*
followed by East Grand Rapids a number and Melvin Andringa Miss Kathleen Kindred, of 321 Special choral sight-reading
A™f'
with W4, Kalamazoo State High Lf Mr*, m. Wleglunlnk’eden 5 Leicester Road, Kennilworth, 111., lions win be held daily under
was sponsor of the craft, present- ection of James De Jonge, direch’
with 4%, Battle Creek Lakeview. played an accordion solo.
Sft, Cranbrook, Stt, Adrian 2, 1 Bemie Van Langevelde,Cub- ing Captain Hoffman with a flag
g. J. Timmer, 391 West
Trenton, %, and Manistee, Vt. All master, was in charge of awards, for the ship before christeningher
19th St., repair front porch, $100,
other participantsfailed to gamer Wolf badges went to David Bar- with the traditionalribbon-bedeck- .
,n
..Jacob Easenburg,contractor
ed champagne bpttle. Fifty pounds diok- will be imder direction
Henry BiUerbeck,4 East 2th
any
kel, Danny Williams, Tom Essen*
of tallow greased the ways and the
In class A, Hamtramck ran off burg, David Rlsselada,Ron Bolles
st" nnct br*'MWay “4 <*“««
with the title for the sixth straight and Larry Dorgelo.Wolf Arrow band played Anchors Aweigh and
A
wan, $100; self, contractor.
Floating Down the River as the Chdr which has just returned
--- - --------n
st
Ricky Island Queen took to the water.
brief ceremony which preMike
'h.M«btt1,ortaCk
,10°: ,el,
roe, Owoaao, Holland with 2% Eady; Bear badge and arrows to ceded the launching included ^oblems of music tor home and Mr. LeI^nf 331 west 20th 9t.,
talks by State Sen. Edward Hutch- foreign missions, ryligiow music U^oo, house( $160; Riemerama
points, Midland, Wyandotte Roose- Glenn Rummler.
Dirk8ei contractor,,
velt and Bay City Central The Del Weighmink and ee Over- inson, of Fennviile; Lynn McCray, in the schools, and historic^
class C crown was shared by four beek were graduated from Cubs of the Chamber of Commerce, and studies in the field of church Harold A. Teuarnk, 329 West
Everard Thomas, of Douglas,all music. A special nationwide radfo 20th St, reroof,$225; Riemerama
schools, Galesburg Augusta, Grand and Bryan Rander and Billy BeekRapids Lee, Grasse Pointe Detroit man entered Boy Scout troops. of whom praised Hoffman for his broadcast la scheduled by the | and Dirkee, contractora.
filed during
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Deputy Nelson Lucas said Frank Kamphuis, 18,
of route 2, told him 0 friend had borrowed the
car without permission just prior to the
accident. The '46 model car was judaed a total
loss by police who said thu car collided headon
with the power pole (left center) flanked by
several trees. Streaks of light at left are caused
by headlights registering during the time ex*
posuro. At 11:30 Saturday, however, Louis
Uildriks, 20, of 640 Lincoln Ave., came into tha
police station and admitted he was the driver
of the car. He said he was "scared" and left

to

........

Hie scene.

of

^

-yj™

^

%^^^'b.

A

^

POLICE SEEK ACCIDENT DRIVEt-Powtr

0 large area Lakewood Bird, and near Division
St. was knocked out for severalhours oarlv Sot
le eff
urday when 0 car sheared 0 power poll
<
at th? base. Neighbors who heard the crash
and officers who arrived minutes later found
no one in the car. Measurementstaken by
police indicate the eastboundcar went off the
right shoulder of the road, came back on, shot
across the road, hit the pole, ended up 129
feet from the road in the middle of a field.,
Distance to where the motorist first left the
road to where he finally stopped was 290 feet.

I

^

and Kalamazoo I Tommy

u

>

conference choir on Sunday, Aug. Padno* Iron and Metal Co,
the
. ,
construct loading dock, $900; MarChristian'svictory
strictly
singing with launching were two old-time lake
Daily chapel service* led bv I tin Dyke and Sons, contractora.
team effort with all of the five man Mrs. J. Crazier at the piano to captains, Leonard "Gappy" Brit- prominent theologianswill be held, Mrs. John Du Mez, 106 East
ton and Henry Randall, both of and a special program will be Ninth St, reroof house, $475;
quad contributing points. How* | conclude the program.
whom expressed pleasure at once given by the Collegium Musisum Riemerama and Dirkse, contractOver, it was the stellar work of the
more seeing a ship launching in Reformatum, presenting first per- Ion. OES,
Saugatuck.
formance of historically important A1 Riemerama, 130 West 14th
After the launching it was towed music • garnered from European St, reroof house, $298; RiemeraGoing into Saturday’* semi ClaUt With Potluck
to the Saugatuck Marine boat yard
and finals play, the Maroons
Ubrary
ma and Dirkse, contractors.
given a fair chance to tie State Holland Chapter, No. 429, OES, for Installationof a diesel engine
Interestedchurch musicians may | Fourth Reformed Church, reCQgfa for the title, but were not dosed the season Tuesday night controls, seats and other items.
obtain brochuresdescribing the roof, $1,500; Riemerama and Dirkconceded much of a chance to win with a family potluck supper in
conference by writing Calvin Col- ee, contractors.
St outright However, in the semi- 1 the Chapter Rooms. The supper
lege, Grand Rapids.
Howard J. Gooden, 418 College
Jean
NienhuU
Speaks
finals. State High’s top seeded at 6:30
preceded the regular
Ave., foundation for house to be
Larry little, was toppled by Dob- meeting. Mrs. Theron
moved in, 18 by 20 feet $65; self
To First Church Group
Three
Seniors
aoa and their remaining doubles I worthy matron, presided,
contractor.
team was bumped out by the East Reports were given and imjta* Mist Jean Nienhuis, former mis- To Get Degrees Sunday
Ward Wheaton, 124 West 30th
Grand Rapid* No. 1 seeded team, tions read. Meetings during July sionary to China, was guest
St, build garage and screen aide
speaker at a meeting of, the
Three more MichiganState Col- porch, 14 by 20 feet, $800; Marvin
thus elimhMfing State High from I and August are. discontinued.
title —
Vv
Mrs. Gerald' Greening is picnic Women’s Missionary Society lege seniors received degrees Lemmen, contractor,
The turn of events put the met- chdmum for the first Tuesday in Thursday afternoon at First Re- at commencement ceremonies Van Grondelle Paint Store, 152
sure squarely on ChSttan’.dSh August Mrs. Otto Wisner, chahr* formed Church. Miss Nienhuis Sunday afternoon at MackMn East Eigth St, repair, $75
Mes team. If they won their semi- N*" of the gift committee, in- was forced to leave China three Stadium, East
Clarence Nyhoff, contractor.
final doubles match it would
that tlw
pro- yean ago under the Communist They are Henry Jdaentz, son
Cramptoh Manufacturing Co.,
that the outcome of the double*
the Grand Worthy Matron regime and is now making her Mr. and Mrs. Henry S. Maents, 338 West 12th St, reroof part of
home in Holland.
finals between East and Christian has been fompleted
134 West 12th St, B. A. in Econ- factory, $218; ‘ Holland Ready
Mr*. D. Boter presided at the omics; 2nd Lt Dale Poet son of Roofing Co, contractor.
would decide the stats crown. The ! Mr*. Mary Streur of
local duo made short work of the Neb. fanner JWlsndxwddwt and meeting and Mrs. A. Bielefeld Mr. and Mrs. Burt Poet
Dutch Novelty Shop, 85 River
and Mrs. E. Waivoord led devo- Olive and New Port Richey, Fla., Ave, reroof,$960; Holland Reedy
emi-final match by disposing of memb*r 01 “• c°1l,wr»

University school

St

Steffens played taps for efforts.

Augustine.
them.
was
a] Den 4 led group

Also on the platformfor
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HERE ARE A FEW MEMBERS of Znlond

Lansing.

of

i**

High

the processional at
ment exercisesThursday night. Lift

fall in line for

Lhj^

to

commenceto right

John De

Free, Lee Vanden Bosch, Marilya
Vruggink (looking into mirror) Glenda Lamer

are

School's groduating class as they prepared

and

Phyllis Molter.

(Prinn photo, Inland)

West

A girls trio, Beverly Karameraad, Leah Broker and Jean
Hill provided special music. They
were accompanied by Mrs. E.

B. A. in Agricultural Economics. Roofing Co, contractor,
and Marilyn Beckman, daughter j. m. Komelje, 261 Washington
of Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Beck- Ave, reroof, $358; Ready Roof
Then came ths final pressure- Jf fg. f/obtf HoHOTid
man, Macatawa Park and Wil- Co., contractor,
packed finale between the locals
n
«
Ruisard.
mette, HI, B. A. in Speech Cor- Abe Van I-angen, 75 West 13th
and Glen Young-Da vid Berks oflAf FoftWtU P&fty
Hostesses were Mn. W. Vander
St, reroof,$150; Ready Roof Co,
Mrs-AdaNabe^tead^cimeHaar, Mn. B. Scheerhorn, Mn. M. Attending the |xerdse« were contractor.
Lievenseand Mn. W. Jellema.
Mr. and Mrs. Maentz and Miss Andrew Dalman, 74 East 16th
M. In tour’s finale the
Marilyn Telfer of East Lansing, St, reroof, $88; Ready Roof Co,
Mr/ and Mrs. Post, Jarvis Post contractor,
Surprise Party Given
and Mr*. Anne Dekker. Lt Poet | Gerrjt Van Zyl 42 East 14th
received his certificateand ban St, reroof, $219.60; Ready Roof
On Tenth Anniversary
Min the second set before
commissioningceremonies Co, contractor.
fag to take the next atx
<* the Parent-TeachersQub.
Mr. and Mn. John Van Oss Thursday at the MSC campus.
and the
She was presented a gift from the
Joe Lang, 162 West 12th St,
were honored Wednesday evening
reroof, $152; Ready Roof Co, conat- a surprise party at the home
tractor.
of Arthur Walten. The occasion
Pete Ver Schure, 168 West
Norm Lokker and Warren Boer, toret, games were P“y~ “ marked their tenth wedding anni-

Fred Woodby and David Smith of

tions.

visitor

0

1

n

rection.

rallymatch.
game*

£5

HH

^

^5*

Holland High’, lone entry left in
Saturday's semis was Henry Vis-

versary.
Gifts were presented to the honored guests and lunch was served.

P«3^nbu2?-

WlE

echer who had moved past two
faugh foes on Friday to gain
^ Strabbing
semi berth. He drew a tough Borgman.
asrignment,however, in

the
I

and Mn.

F.

S
Mrs G^e

wto^^Jen to*
crown. Mn. L. De Vnes

Present were Mr. and Mn.
Henry Van Oss and Howard, Mr.
and

Mn.

Gllis Veldhuis and Lloyd,

Mr. and Mn. Jerold Hulst, Larry
Arthur Walten, Lois,
Shirley and Gordon, Miss Bess
Vbaeber turned in some of his
Plans were made for the Wav- Walters, Miss Joan De Maat,
best tennis of the year before bowerly Activity Qub picnic July 2 at Louie Holtgeerta and Mr. and
ing, 12. 6-4. In fact Visscher was
Kollen Park. Husbands are in- Mn. John Van Oss, Lavern,
leading 4-0 fa the second set beJudith, Nancy and Carol.
vited.
fore the Hamtramck boy was able
fa stem the tide and go on to win.
Other members of the Holland
High squad who were eliminated
on Friday were Paul Mack, Bill
Japinga, David Bosch and Phil
Boersma.
Petruik, the top seeded player
later went on to win the

Calm
Tea

and Mrs

and

Alumni Give

lor Senior Girls

Senior girls of Holand Christian
High School who plan to attend
college in the fall were entertained at an informal tea Wednesday
afternoon at the home of Mn.
John C. Tibbe, 106 West 27th St
A large group of girls and their
class sponsors, Miss Anne Sellet
and Miss Jeanette Veltman, at-

AtUetes

Helped

Retab

72 Receive Diplomas
At Zeeland Graduation
ZEELAND

(Special)— Seventy-

AO-Sports Trophy

two senior* received diplomasat
Administrator Suspends
the 60th annual commencement
Drivers’ Licenses
Major spring sports letter win- exercises of Zeeland High School
Thursday night in the school audiners at Hope College were anGRAND HAVEN (Special)
torium.
nounced Thursday by the colMain speaker was A. Westley Eight driven from the Holland
lege athletic board. Winners Rowland, editor of the press bur- vicinity lost their driver’* licensea
contributedtoward the college eau at Michigan State CoUege, followinghearings before Milan
E. Clark, Western Michigan drivretaining the MIAA All - Sports whose subject was "A Formula
for Today." Speeches also were er’s license administrator, Thurstrophy for the second consecutive
given by the class co-valedictor-day.
contractor.
They were John Homenink, 25,
year.
ians, Sally Boone who spoke on
Des Moines Reformed Church,
Members of Russ De Vette’s co- "Footprints"and Yvonne Nyen- 30-day suspension; Robert J.
championship baseball team in- huls who spoke on "Curtain Going Langejans, 17, 60-day suspension;
Dr. J. R. Mulder to Give
cluded co-captainsJim Van Up.”
Robert J. Westerhof, 18, 45-day
Hoeven and Don Lubbers. John
Donna Vander Laan, class suspension; Dwayne Tubergan, 17,
s
B.ccilaure.te Addre..
Busman and Bob Wagner were
60-day suspension; Charles Browtentatively plans to begin work
Hope CoUege graduating also letterwinners from the squad president,announced the class er, 18, 120-day suspension; Gerrit
memorial which consisted of
here the early part of August. The claw of 453 mCTnbers will hear that are graduating.
$200 check for the purchase of a J. Bronkhorat 16, permanentlyreHamilton church has been without
John r. Mu]der at the 89th
Junior baseball letterwinners changeable letter buUetin board voked, all of Holland, and all for
a pastor since early January, when Unnuaj baccalaureateservice to included"most valuableplayer"
for the school lobby, and another habitual negligence.
the Rev. Peter J. Muyskens left to be held in Memorial Chapel Sun- Willie Rink, and captain-electDon
Charles Holkeboer, 57, Holland,
check for $200 from the ‘Tootbecome pastor of Cooperaville day, June 13, at 3 p.m.
York, both members of the AU- prints” fund for
press type who failed to appear at the hearReformed Church.
Dr. Mulder, president of West- MIAA baseball team Sophomores camera to be used in school photo- ing. had his license revoked perern TheologicalSeminary is a included Dick Ortquist and Tom
manently. Gary L. Elzinga, 17,
graphy work.
Hope graduate of the class of Harris, while freshmen winners With boys in blue robes and Zeeland, drew a 180-day suspen1917. He received his 1 master's were Carl De Vree, Ron Boeve, girls In white, in keeping with sion for habitual negligence.Meldegree from the University of Dick De Freese and Jack Kemp- class colors, the class marched to vin Boqwkamp, Cooperaville,had
Michigan in 1918 and ws gradthe platform to music provided his license revoked permanently
uated from Western Theological
A manager’sletter was awarded by a brass sextet of the school for habitual negligence.
Seminary in 1921. He occupied to Warren Kane.
band under the direction of WU*
the chair of Bible and Philosophy
Seniors Joe Fowler and Jesse liaro Tower. Other music was pro10,500 'Persons Vi*it
at Central College from 1921 to King received letters for parti
vided by 14 girls in the graduat1924 and served as pastor of cipation on Coach Larry Green’s ing class singing Mallotte’s arState Park on Sunday
Bethany Reformed Church, Chi- second place track squad. Juniors rangement of 'The Lord’s Praycago, from 1924 to 1928.
includedCaptain Bob HendrickSunny skies and warm temperer."
Since 1928 Dr. Mulder has been son, Dave Hondorp, Don York,
A
C. Dickman, retiring schoo atures Sunday helped boost atconnected with the local seminary Bob Hamilton; Sophomores Tom
principal,called the class roU for tendance at Holland State Park
where ha is professor of practical Carey, Don Brookstra, Bob De
the presentation of Bibles and to 30,600 for the last seven days
and systematic theblogy. Upon re- Young and Bernard Van Ark
diplomas. Supt. JuUua F. Schipper after several days of unseasonable
tirement of Dr. Jacob Vander- while freshmen winners were
handed out the Bibles, an annual temperatures.
meulen in 1942, Dr. Mulder as- John De Vries, Rpn Den Uyl and
Sunday was the Mg day when
tradition at Zeeland, and Hfenry
sumed the presidency,the position Dave Kuyere.
Geerlings, president of the Board an estimated 10,500 visited the
which he holds at the present
Varsity letters in tennis went
of Education, presented diplomas. park. Twenty campe were also
time.
to Senior BUI Boeskool and The Rev. Jack Van Dyken
registered for the same period.
Monte Dyer. Juniors Bill CovenForest Grove Reformed Church
try, John Schrier, Art Blerie and
Program on Philippines
gave the invocation and doting
John Warren also won numerals
Funeral Tuesday
prayer.
as
did
sophomore
Glenn
De
Pree.
GRAND HAVEN (Spedal)
Highlights Mission Meet
Senior dasa sponsors were Mrs.
The tennis team coached by
Graveside service* will be^held at
A program on missionary work Ken WeUer, took third place in Calvin Fleser and Melvin Bouma. 11 ajn. Tuesday in Lake Forest
fa the Philippine Islands high- the conference.
Cemetery tor Peter Brill, 79, who
lighted a meeting of Bethel MisLetter winners on Coach John Edith Brawn Diet
died Friday in the state hospital
sionary Society Wednesday eve- Visser’s third place golf squad
in Kalamazoo where, he had been
ning at Bethel Reformed Church. included Senior Bob Visser, Jun At Douglas Hospital
a patient for three years. He came
Several women of the group ion BUI Holt and Jim Hutton,
SAUGATUCK (Spedal)— Edith to Grand Haven in 1921 from Poet
gave brief, interesting talks on and Freshmen Gordon Hondorp
Brown, of 645 Grand St, Sauga- Huron and was employed as a cework bring done in the Philip- and Dave St Aubin.
ment finisher.Surviving are two
tuck, died at 10:40 pnt Saturday
nee.
Letterwinners in football and
at Douglas Hospital She waa the sons and a daughter,six grandMrs. Anthony Van Ham pre- baseball were announced at an
daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs. children and eight great grandsided at tha meeting and Mrs.
earUer date. Hope won the first
children. Mrs. Brill died in 1951
Joshua
Grit led devotions. A women's top spot in MIAA grid race while
Surviving are a sister, Ella;
trio from Hudeonvill# provided the basketbaU squad tied for the
niece, Mrs. Beatrice Finch
second place.
Saugatuck; a nephew, Richard
Naberhuis, Mrs. N.
Brown of Buffalo, N. Y., and
Mrs. R. Van Vuren
AMBULANCE SERVICE
grandniece. Sandra Finch, of Los
Marriage Licenses
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN
Angeles, Calif. >
Ottawa County
29 Bert
Mwa* 8491
all radio
Gilbert
Vend*
Woter,
Mgr.
The
bagpipe
waa
in
use
among
17, both of

in

s
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tended.
Assisting Mrs. Tibbe were Mrs.
Albertus Elve, Mrs. Paul Vannette,

Mn.

Donald Branderhorat and
Mias Katherine Bratt
. Refreshmentswere served from
an attractively arranged table
with yellow and whit# accent
centered with spring flowers and

—

tapers.

Miss Helen Van Halseman, senior at Calvin College, spoke inf formally on life at Calvin and anasked' by the
sponsored by Holof the

A

chapter

Brown.
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Blaine Tinuner,

PlakkeWm

Carol

Highest Honors
Many Given Recofnition
At Honors Assembly
At HoDand High School

—

The name* of Blaine Timmer
and Carol Plakke will be engraved on the Nicodemus Bosch trophy
at HoUand High School for 1954,
it was announced at the annual
honors assembly Monday.
The two young people together
with eight others received pins
for extra-curricular
accomplish
ments during their four years
in high school Others receiving
pins were Nick Havinga, Nancy
Maatman, James Cook, Philip Regains, Marilyn Lam, Arlene De
Cook, Roger Garvelinkand Dave
-

Windmill Chorus Will
Appear in Washington

Jalving.

Mayor

Blaine Timmer presided
at the honors assembly and Clerk
Marilyn Lam took charge of devotions. Principal JJ. Riemersma

Mi

announcedscholarship awards:

Clara

Reeverts, service pins;
Arthur C. Hills and Willard Fast,
music awards; Gladys Wiskamp,
Pan American awards; Robert
Chard, quill and scroll awards;

director of nursing at Holland Hospital,checks

Marcus and Edward

special field training at Holland Hospital.' The

Clifford

Damson, essay

prizes, and Joe
Moran, national athletic honors.
Scholastic honor pins went to
Edwin Fuder, John Van Dyke,
Jack Carr, Mary Meurer, David
Mulder, Carol Harrington,Mark
de Velder, Jane Schaafsma, Marlene Joostbems,Davifl Bosch, Arlene DeCook, Norman E. Overway, Marilyn Lam, Philip Rathke,
Roger Garvelink, David Jalving,
Wanda Essenburgh, Mary Ellen

Bowman,

MISS

VATHRYN GROENEVELT,

(Mated),

records with five Michigan State College nursing students who are undergoingfour weeks of

received B.S. degrees at MSC
commencement exercises Sunday, are, left to
girls,

who

Witched of Laingsburg, Sally Pascoe of Detroit, Mildred Jones, Grand Ledge,
Barbara Anderson of Danville and Marilyn
Cochrun of Ionia. After their tour of duty here
they will return to East Lansing for a summer
session. Previously five of their classmates
right, Betty

received similar training early in the spring.

Beryl

Harrington,
PhyllisBrink and Jean Zeidler.
A new award this year consisted of pins for Future Teachers of

4

I

/

America. Receiving the awards
were Hermina Becksvoort, Phyllis
Brink, Francis Brower, Patricia
Hole, Mary Meurer, Ardith Naber,
Judy Reed, Sandra Tien, Lois Ver
Hulst and Joyce Ver Schure.
National athletic scholarship
society awards for seniors who
have earned athletic honor* and
are in the upper half of their
graduating class went to John
Van Dyke and George Moeke,
golf; Mark de Velder, Dwayne
Teusink and Paul Beukema, tennis and basketball; David Bosch,
Nick Havinga, tennis; Blaine Timmer, track and football; Glenn
Williams, cross country and track;
Bill Sandahl, football and baseball; Dick Plagenhoef, football,

basketball and baseball; Ray
Vinstra, track; Carl Fehring,
football; Paul Mack, tennis,football and basketball; Dean Sullivan. football manager.
The, Mabel Anthony memorial
speech prize of $5 each will go to
Ronald Chandler, Arlene De Cook,
Julie Smith, Carl Fehring and
Elizabeth Ver Hey.
The First National Bank commerical prizes of $15 each were
made to Marlene Joostbems and
Dorothy Monetza.
The Peoples State Bank cooperativetraining prize of $15
went to Eleanor Geerling and
Beryl Harrington.
The American Society of Women Accountants prize in bookkeeping of $5 went to Marilyn de

The Nicodemus Bosch service

berg.

Cab Scout Pack 3055
Stages Annual Picnic

all-day party and picnic to climax
Scouts of Pack 3055, spontheir year of outstanding safety
sored by Longfellow School PTA,
work.
held their final meeting, a picnic,
The picnic,first of its kind atat the Holland Fish and Game
tempted for the safety patrols,
club house last Thursday evening.
was planned by School Safety
After supper, attended by more
Officer Don Oosterbaan,who
than 100, Cubmaster Tony Bouwhopes to make it an annual affair.
man made advancementawards A variety of games, relays and
to the followingCub Scouts: Den I
contests got underway at 10 ajn.,
— Buzzy Be<jker,three arrowpoints
with the children dividied into six
in Lion Rank; Eddie Bosch, five
groups. Assisting in supervising
arrowpoints in Bear rank; Jim events were Robert Slocum, Ed
Bouwman, Lion Badge and four Damson, Harold Streeter, Bob
arrowpoints; Ricky Miner, .four Connell, Karl Essenburg, Dick
arrowpoints in Lion rank; Albert
Lenters, Bill Hinga, Ted Boeve,
Oosterhof, Lion badge and three
Bud Borr, Harold Tregloan, Jim
arrowpoints; Tom Speet, three Van Iwaarden,Russell Welch and
arrowpoints in Lion rank.
Vem Van Langevelde.
Den n
Benny Rowan, four
who undertook the
arrowpoints in Lion rank, Harold
giant task of feeding the 350
De Young, one arrowpoint; Robert youngsters at noon included Mrs.
Zimmerman,four arrowpoints.
Don Rice, Mrs. Albert Kleis, Jr.,
Den
— Rusty Wilkinson, two

Holland’s

Windmill Chorus,

complete with Dutch costumes,
will appear in competition with

Zeeland

Cub

This evening at 6:15 the last
meeting ot the Mubesherut Soeffety

before the summer

21

other such organizationsFriday at

recess,

will be held in the Fellowship

HaU

of Second Reformed Church. Mrs.

Constitution Hall in Washington

D.

C, in the

first

SPEBSQSA

sponsored internationalcontest.

Choruses from throughout the
nation and Canada will compete,
including

units from El

Paso,

James Watt, president,will be in
Tex., San Diego, Calif., Eugene,
charge and Mrs. Howard Miller
Ore., St. Petersburg, Fla., Monwill conduct devotions.Slides will treal and Toronto, Iowa, Missouri
be shown about the missionary and New York State.
The Washington chapter which
work .among the Indians In Mex-

committee headed will play host to the visiting barbershoppers is an exceptionally
by Mrs. A. Jansen will be in active
unit and will enter a
charge. The meeting will be in
chorus in competition.
the form of a mother-daughter
The field of 22 wUl be pared
potluck supper and members are
down to finals Friday night and
asked
to
bring
a
dish
to
pan
and
—
Women
the first five will record for Decca
theit own table service. Special
Records Saturday.
music will be furnishedby the
Holland’s chorus, under directCherub Choir directedb" Mrs.
ion of Francis Hodgeboom, will
G. J. Van Hoven.
m
Mrs. William Bums, Mrs. WJF.
Next Thursday afternoonat 1 sing two numbers, "Way Down
arrowpoints;Eddie Millard,two Young, Mrs. A. De Groot, Mrs.
pm, the final meeting of thq Sec- South” and "Breeze You Blew My
arrowpoints.
L De Neff, Mrs. E. Graters, Mrs.
Gal Away.”
Den V— Two arrowpoints in the T. Van Zanden, Mrs. Dorothy ond Reformed Church Ladies Aid
The local chorus will make sevWolf Rank were presented to each Morrison, Mrs. Ray Schurman, society will be held at Zeeland vClty
eral guest appearanceswhile in
Park
and
will
be
in
the
form
of
a
of the following:Douglas Dykhuis, Mrs. Don Oosterbaan, Mrs. Betty
the capitol
James Tillema, Steve Penna, Protsman and Miss Wilhelmine potluck picnic. Mrs. C. Kuyers Winning chorus will appear ag
Richard Brondyk. Allen Bosch, Haberland and Miss Mary Hick- and Mrs. M. Smallegan are in guests ^t the big Saturday night
charge of arrangements. Mrs.
Robert De Vries, Jack Nyhof and man.
Vernon Poest will Conduct devo- program when quartetswill be
Allan Vanden Berg.
competing.
All 350 kids were served within
Den VI — Robert Kammeraad half an hour by using a stream- tions on the topic "BlessedAre
This Is the society's first interthe
Peacemakers”.
Members
are
and David Cobum, three arrow- lined chowline method. They connational
contest Last year at
points; David Clark, four arrow- sumed 17 cues of pop, 65 dozen asked to bring a dish to pass and Detroit there were 16 units comtheir
own
table
service.
Rolls,
points, and James Vink, two ar- buns, 50 pounds of barbecue, 13
butter, coffee and the children’s peting at a convention chorus conrowpoints.
pounds of potato chips and 400 beverageswill be furnished. Chil- test but it wasn't really an indixie cups. The barbecue wu predren of Aid members are invited ternationalcontest.
pared by a local restaurant.
The Holland unit Is currently
and games are being arranged for
District Governor
Other food and prizes for the them. 'In case of rain or cold districtchampion,which includes
event were made possble through weather the shelter house will be all of Michigan.
Speaks to Optimists
donationsfrom FTA’s, business- used, Mrs. G. J. Van Hoven is
Forty-one of the 47 members ot
Judge Jay H. Payne, governor men, Inter-Club Council and the
the chorus left Holland by
president of the organization.
of the 17th district of Optimists Police Association.
The Rev. H. Mollema and the chartered bus for Washington at
International,was guest sptaker Other wdf wdfr wrfhm wdfrff
Rev. H. Coienbranderwere guest 8 p.m. Wednesday. They will go
at a local Optimist Club luncheon In the afternoon, prizes were
preachersat First Reformed straight through to Washington
last Wednesday noon at Cumer- distributed,with Welch announcChurch Sunday. The pastor, Rev. and be quartered at the Annapoford’s restaurant.Judge Payne ing the winners and Oosterbaan John den Ouden and Elder Arie lis Hotel They will leave Washis juvenile judge of Washtenaw distributingthe prizes.
Van Dyke are attending the meet- ington Saturday night after the
County in Ann Arbor.
Grand prize* went to Mary ing of General Synod of the Re- contest and be home Sunday eveHe told of the organization of Ann Timmemr and Paul Duer formed Church at Buck Hill Falls, ning.
Optimistsin 1911 in Buffalo and
Prizes for
were Pa.
Each chorus has from 40 to 50
its growth to 900 clubs with 50,- won by Judy Swierenga,Lynn
Next week the annual Chil- men. Expenses for trips to Wash000 members. There are 45 clubs Van Gelderen,Marlene Dykstra, dren’s Day program will be pre- ington from such far away
in the 17th district with 2,300 Linda Interbitzen, Vicki Ziel,
sented during the Sunday School places as San Diego were make
members, he said. He expressed Luella Balder, Bob ' Zuverink,
hour of First Reformed Church. possible through community efthe desire of service organization* Roger Buursema, Burton WierThe offering received at that forts, Chambers of Commerce and
to do good and help those less sma, James Oudman, Jack Vander time will be used to supplement businessmen.
fortunate, and cited the Optimist Broek, Tom Coney, Iris Hopp,
the Sunday School missionary
philosophy of aiding and en- Rose Mary Vander Maat, Sharon
program in Kentucky. Practice
couraging development of youth Huff, Carol De Mots, Joyce De for Children’s Day will be held Marriage Lieeiuet
Ottawa County
to live as good citizens. He drew Ridder, Bob Mangltz, Lonn de
Saturday at 2 p.m. All children
Bernard Van Zanten, 28. and
many experiences from his court Neff, Harley Hill. Ned Gonzales, of the Beginner and Primary dework to illustrate work among Mel Barnaby, Howard Boeve, partments are requested to be Ruth Anne Topp, 22; Richani
Coffill, 22, and Elaine Ford, 22;
young people.
Gretchen
Weerd, Nancy present
Robert Paul Albers, 23, and Rose
Music for the program included Wheaton, Barbara Terpsma. Jean
Ladies Aid Society of First Repiano selections by Milton John- Drain, Mary Welling, Sharon formed Church is planning a trip Marie Tardiff; Orvil L. Harper,
22, and Doris Jean Perkins, 18,
ston, introduced by Bernard Don- Hemmeke, John Boyce, Jerry
to Youth Haven near Muskegon
nelly. Johnston played Beet- White, Billy Scott,
Van next Friday. Members will meet all of Holland; Herbert J. De
Vries, 21, Holland, and Shirley
hoven’s ’’MoonlightSonata,” Langevelde. Ken Koeman, Cecelia at the church at 9:30 a.m.
Anne Van Rhee, 22, route 3, ZeeClair de Lune” by Debussy and Skutnik, Gallic Zuverink,BarbJunior Christian Endeavor sothe first movement of "Sonatina” ara Terpsma, Randy Jansen, Doug ciety of First Reformed Church land; George Edward Wierenga,
by Ravel
Carnevale,Vem Wedeven, Larry are planning a specialparty Wed- 27, route 1, Nunlca, and Ruth Van
Dyke, 20, route 1, HudsonviUej
President Ralph Maass intro- Nixon, Jay Klinge, Steve Groters. nesday afternoon, June 16.
William Beihl, Jr, 30, Grand
duced the speaker and gave an
Haven, and Marcia Mierie, 19,
annual report on membership,
Henry Van Kampen Has
route 2, Spring Lake; La Verne
attendance, and projects throughCasemier,24. Holland, and Shirout the year. Maass was presentParty on Ninth Birthday ley Vande Vusse, 19, Holland.
ed a past president'spin by Bill
ico.. The social

games

Vries.

trophy award also includes $5
prizes for Blaine Timmer and
Carol Plakke.
The Senior class 1941 English
trophy was made to Jack N.
Carr, who also was awarded the
Bausch and Lomb science award
and the Rensselaer alumni award.
Wynard Wichers Bible prizes
of $5 went to Marilyn Vandep
Bosch and Carol Rozema. Receiving honorable mention were
Sandra Tien and Louise Zilver-

About 350 children— all members of Safety Patrol squadrons
of Holland schools— gathered at
Riverview Park Saturday for an

.

COTA CANAL

—

Top photo shows a blrdsoysrltw

seriss of serea Jocks oa the picturesque Goto
Canal in Sweden. A three-dor cruise Milords the rlsltot

a

or a glmpse ol the Swedish countryside and Us people.

Many persons who were bon fa Sweden taken the trip
when they come horn* to rlslt Bottom photo shows a
cruise steamer passing through the locks. Notice the
close clearance on both sidos ol the steamer.

Visitor to Scandinavian Countries

De

Tom

mate, two engineers, two firemen,
five boys as deck hands, and seven
women in the galley and dining
room.
As we travel through the
Swedish countryside we notice
that the sun comes up at three
in the morning and is still light
until 10 at night. In a few weeks
this country will be the land Venhuizen.
of the midnight sun and it will
New officersof the club are
be light all night.
Andy Smeenge, president;A1 Dyk,

Thd- Edwin Barkel Memorial
band prize of $10 each went to
Difficult to
Arlene De Cook and Bill Meengs.
By Bill Butler
The South Ottawa Teachers
Laundry service is good but
We expensive, I suppose that is bedub award of $15 given to a GOTABORG, Sweden
senior who formerly graduated like the Scandinavian countries cause we Americans must have
Henry .eon Van Kampen was
from an Ottawa county rural very much and we like the people one-day service.At any rate one
honored Saturday afternoon at Tuo Care Collide
Project
school was made to Mary Jane even though their languagesare can get clothes washed properly
a party in celebrationof his ninth
Cars driven by Lorraine Graves,
Meurer.
difficultto understand.One of in the Scandinavian countries, The Swedish countryside is vice president; John K. Vander
birthday anniversary. The party route 2, Hamilton, and Jan
Approximately
160
persons
from
rolling
and
beautiful
on
both
Broek,
secretary-treasurer,
and
the
bankers
in
Gotaborg
gave
us
The Elks National Foundation
and that’s something.
was given by Rosalie Van Kampen Jager, route 6, Holland, collided
sides of the canal. There is much Clayton Ter Haar, sergeant-at- the Montello, Central, Virginia and
scholarship awards of $10 each a booklet thaf.has many words
at the Van Kampen home on at the intersection of the New
' Jenison Park areas attended the route 6.
went to Jack Carr, 'Edwin Fuder, and short sentences that have
ENROUTE ABOARD THE virgin timber and our route takes
Richmond and East Saugatuck
meeting at the Marquee Monday
Mary Meurer, David Mulder and been a great help in making our GOTA CANAL STEAMER WIL- us past little inviting islands,
Games were played and prizes Roads Saturday at 6:30 p.m. Denight
to
discuss
rebuilding
the
John Van Dyke.
way around.
HELM THAM, May 27
The some of which no one has ever Miscellaneous Skower
awarded to Lloyd Bowman, Randy
CommunityHall which was de- Hulst and Robert Brower. A two- puty Henry Bouwman who inThe Ladies Auxiliary VFW We .had dinner at Tradgards 600-mile trip from Goteborg to explored. There are fish too, and
vestgated. said the Graves car
stroyed
by
fire
in
1946.
every
ao
often
we
see
one
jumping.
essay contest prize of $5. went to foeningen. This is a. lovely park Stockholm Sweden, is one of
Given for Miss Wahl
course lunch was served and each
Judson Kronemeyer gave a past guest was presented a small was making a left turn onto the
Jack Carr, and the Legion Auxil- and in the middle of the park varied landscapes and scenes. This The boat is going too fast to
East Saugatuck and the Jager
A miscellaneous bridal shower history of the club for the benefit favor.
iary essay prize of $5 to Jeanie is a big restaurantwhere hun- trip is often taken by people make fishing interesting.
car
was going east on the same
Zeidler with honorable mention dreds of people>gan sit and enjoy of Swedish descent who migrated Along the Gota Canal are was given Friday, for Miss Thelma of new community members.
Invited were Glenn Vande road. They met headon. Damage
going to John Van Dyke and the flowers as they eaL. There to other parts of the world and series of locks that move /the Wahl July bride-electof Bernard Clarence Maatman, who conducted Vusse, Bob and Alvin Brower,
Mary Ellen Bowman. The Wb* was a small fee to enter the gar are visting their native land for canal ships and barges up and Stremler. Hostess was Mrs. the meeting, explained that the Randy Hulst, Lloyd Bowman, to the Graves car, owned by
down the canal. In some places Herman Stremler of Ganges.
main purpose of this first meeting Jerry and Harold Alferink,Jackie Abraham Moore of East Sixth
man’s Literary Club Junior den and that ^s why everything the first time in many years.
St, HoUand was $400, and $200
the
drop
is
nearly
100
feet
and
wu
to find out how much enthuGames
were
played
and
dupliEnglish prizes of $15 went to was so beautiful and neatly landAs Thursday, May 27, was a
Ashburn, Larry Gentry, Roger to the Jager car. Both were '49
John Kolean, $10 to Sandra scaped. There were some of the national holiday in Sweden we in others a mere 15. Most of the cate prizes were awarded. Gifts siasm there is. He also emphasized Walters and Roger Maynard.
models.
Dressel, $5 to Janet Larion, with largest tulips I have ever seen. found that there were a great lock gates are hand operated and were presented to the bride-elect, the great need for recreational
it
is
not
unusual
to
see
a
farm
facilities
Jor
the
youth
of
the
comand
lunch
was
served
by
the
honorable mention to Mary Holt, There were also pansies, and many people taking the threemunity. Besides Maatman commitHelen Wade, Marilyn Havinga, many flowering trees.
nmitday cruise. This is the second woman helping her husband open hostess.
Joyce Cook and Paul Scott
On the other side of the street cruise of the new season and for or close the lock gates. These Present were the Mesdames teemen were Clifford Onthank, EdMarcia Bouws, Myma Cook and was a city park without a fence that reason also the steamer was locks are much smaller than Lucy Bremer, John Klein, Jacob ward Brondyke, Lee Helmink and
those at the "Soo”. In fact three De Koster, Henry Pippel, Cor- Preston Rigterink.
Wanda Vanden Berg are shar- around it and you could see where crowded.
ing In a $100 speech scholar- people had missed the wire bas- The Gota Canal Steamer Wil- or four canal steamers, such as nelius De Vries, Herman De Vries, A committee report on the apship to attend the Michigan State kets when' disposing of the usual helm Tham, a coal burning ves- the Wilhelm Tham, could be June Stanton,-David Wahl Reu- proximatecost of a building simiHigh School Speech Institute debris. I suppose if one must pay sel was built in 1912. She is 93 easily accommodated in one of the ben Herter, Maynard Van Null, lar to what is needed wu given Childrenof the Special Educa- bloom. They made use of this lesJacob Lamer, Jacob Stremler, by Preston Rigterink.An open tion rooms of Washington School son in arranging table decorations
June 28 through July 23, provided a small amount to keep enough feet long. and 20 feet wide and re- “Soo” locks.
by the class of 1953.
Rasty Warner, Martin Groenhof, discussion followed, moderated by were entertainedMonday after- for the Rotary luncheonheld at
people employed to keep the parks quires 9i feet of water. These
Recognition also was given the beautiful,then this is the way to steamers are built with very
Hilbert Hillman and the Misses Maatman. Questionnaireswere noon at the tea house of Mrs. Washington School May 27.
4-H Club Leaders
Lila Jape Stremler, Joyce Strem- distributedto find out the interest Leonard StaUkamp, South Shore
John Kolia Nystrom fund and the do the job.
little dearence and to navigate
For their visit to the StaUkamp
Kolla-Landwehr fund which have
ler, Loretta Stremler, Marcia in reactivating the club and re- Dr.
There are the usual ice cream them requires a great deal of Plan Get-Together
home Monday, the children were
aided students in need in elemen- and fruit vendors on the streets. skill and experience. In some
Stremler, Barbara Lamer, Patri- building il The results indicated
The afternoon climaxed a accompanied by their teachers.
Plans are being completedfor a cia Lamer, Anna Lamer, Linda very favorable enthusium.
tary, junior high and senior high This seems to be the way the places there is less than i foot
course in horticultural therapy, Miss Martha Bird and Mrs. Dena
classes.
people get their fruit, as there clearenceon both sides of the 4-H summer and winter leaders' Lamer and the guest of honor.
Next step win be to call a joint sponsoredby HoUand Tulip Gar- Schutmaat They were taken by
are not many fruits or salads steamer. In others the branches get-together Friday at Camp Potmeeting of the men’s and women's den Club throughoutthis year in school bus.
served at the meals unless you at the sides of the canal brushed tawattomie.
clubs to sign up new members and the two special education rooms.
Start Foreclosure
Former Resident’s Baby
The children were conducted
ask for them.
form new committees. The next Mrt. Stalkamp, Mrs. Carl Cook
the ship as we passed.
A potluck supper will be served GRAND HAVEN (Special)
through the lovely StaUkamp
In Sweden they do not include
and
Mrs.
L.
Harris
have
been
conSuccumbs of Leukemia
meeting
is
scheduled
within
the
Captain Goata Pepa has at 7 p.m. and a short program will A foreclosuredecree of $25,011
gardens and were given leaves and.
ducting the course which featured
gratuity on the bill as they did been around the world with the
month.
Judy Ridge, 11-month-olddaugh- in Denmark. All the guide books Johnson Line six times. He was include the awarding of pins and wu granted Blink Brothers of , Refreshments were served by several horticultural experimentsfoUage of various iris to make
numbers by winners of the 4-H Marne against Clarence J. and
flower arrangementsto take home.
ter of, Mr. and Mrs. Martin Ridge, say that 12| percent is the corand projects.
the Women's Chib.
in Californiain 1916. The Captain
died Sunday at her home in Pitts- rect amount to tip. One can, how- has made 1,400 trips through the talent contest Also invited are Blanche M. O'Hearn, both of
In one project, the children After the garden tour, a surprise,
Marne in Ottawa Circuit Court
luncheon wu served. \
burgh, Pa., of leukemia. Mrs. ever, receive a lot of extra ser- Gota Canal. In the winter he 4-H Junior leaders.
raised seedlingsof tomatoes, mariCamp Pottawattomieis located here Monday. Judgment is In de- Local Man Injured
Ridge is a former Holland resi- vice for one of our American works for the Swedish Railroads
Before boarding the bus to
golds and zinnias. They also made
approximately 1| mile east of fault of the terms of a promissory John De Boer, of 59 East Sevdent.
pieces of money.
a
small
greenhouse
in
which
they
after taking two months vaca- US-31 on the Grand Haven Air- note covering a mortgage on propthe of
enth St., is in critical conditionin rooted cuttings of French pussy small plants
Surviving besides the parents
In checking out of the hotel tion in Europe after the Gota
port Road or Comstock St
erty in Tallmadge township.
St Margaret’s Hospital in Ham- wiUowfc
Cook.
are a brother 'and the grand- we found that we .were supposed Canal season in the early part
mond, Ind., today from injuries
parents Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Ver to tip both men on the hotel desk.
They were taught the JapanAccidentsin and around the received in an automobile accident ese method of flower
TO. Is called a Up for the keeper The crew of the Wilhelm Tham ______
home kill 28,000 persons annually June 4. Further details were not
S<HoltaS0rntOWn’ In<1,
oftheko*.
nufnber. OS-U* cpUU, fim
in the United States.
. \ * f-
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The Women’s Churcn League of
the Reformed Church met in the
church parlors for the June meeting with Miss Della Bowman presiding. Devotions and arrangement* for the program were in

Lesson
June 13, 1554
Araoa Denounces Intemperance
Amos 2:11,12;;4:1,2; *:l-7

charge of Mrs. Claude Kemme,
Mrs. Rsy Kaper, Mrs. Floyd
Kaper, Mrs. Marvin Kaper and
Mrs. Don Koops. This group also
furnished special music in vocal
selections, accompanied by the
latter. The topic for study “The
American Indians" was presented
by means of slides, showing the
work of the Rev. and Mrs, Harry
Van’t Kerkhoff and others at the
Cook TrainingSchool in Phoenix,
Arizona, where Indians are being trained to bring the gospel
message to their own people. The
Van’t Kerkhoffs, formerly In
charge of the local pastorate, are
now partially supported by The

Bj Henry Geerlinp
The sccont lesson upon the pro-

Amos

brings forcefully

some of the consequences of intemperance. Last
week we learned that messages of
doom were prominent in the utterto our attention

.

ances of the prophet, and today we
explicit information
daPyUbbyhtheEs^nu!!7i
concerning the reasons why comPrintlna Co. Office M-56 jng judgment was pronounced. It
West Eighth Street, Hoiduring the outwardly

The Home of the
Holland City New*

land.

H54

Hamilton

Sunday School

phecies of

10,

have more

p]ajn
Michigan. 1peaceful
K
and

prosperous reign of
Entered as second clasi matter at Jereboam the second the nation
the post office at Holland.Mich., was becoming rotten at the core.
under the Act of Congresa,March 3,
Our lesson gives us a picture of
1879.
luxury and revelry on the part of
W. A. BUTLER, Editor and Publisher the upper classes, and at the same
Telephone— Newa Items 3193 I time of grievous sufferingon the
Advertuing and Subscriptions. 3191 part 0f the' poor who were the vic-

_
___
'

local church. A business session,
Bible Study by Miss Myrtle Van
Dcr Kolk and closing devotions
by Mrs. Junius Miskotten, closed
the meeting. Social hostesses were
Mrs. Jack Rigterink, Mrs. Justin

The publishershall not be liable tims of gross injustice. Thus there
for any error or errors In printing was a gulf between the two classes
any advertising unless a proof of 0f society—the upper crust and

;UbS1n^VS'Vdmll«?‘l!nd6mu^Ue lower cn»t_,u<4, a, la not
by him m time for corrections with conducive to the welfare of any
such errors or correctionsnoted state.

Roelofs, Miss Ruth Hlg, Mrs.
Gelmer Rigterink and Mrs. Harry

plainly thereon;and In such case if
This is one of our periodicalinany error so noted Is not corrected.
publishersliabilityshall not exceed temperance lessons although the
such a proportion of the entire space sin of intemperanceis mentioned

Mr. and Mrs. Harry J. Dampen,
accompaniedMr. and Mrs. James
Koops on a week-end motor trip
to Detroit, the former couple

Jipping.

|

|

occupied by the error bears to the
whole space occupiedby such adver- only incidentally in the lesson text.
Intemperanceis a great evil, but
tisement.

yS5

THIS END OF THE

GUN

no place to be when Owen Jack
Smith of Holland starts shooting. The young lad recently completed 13 qualifying rounds of shooting to win his "expert"
rating from the National Rifle Associdtion of America and is
expected to earn "DistinguishedRifleman" soon. The latter
rating is the select top rank for junior shooters of the nation.
Jack is a member of the Holland Rifle Club. (Sentinelphoto)

One*
32.00: 1 d^nkart*sClMn^^U ihe^kingdom
three months. 31.00; single copy 10c. of God; yet it is possiblefor a man
Subscriptions payable !n advance and (o pract]ce totai abstinence and
will be promptly discontinuedif not
K
I still be lost. If sin does not manirtnewed.

'

Subscriberswill confer a favor by fest itself in intemperance. itVvill
reporting promptly any irregularity find other ways of expression. The
In delivery.Write or Phone
new birth and the power of the
I Holy Spirit will enable us to break
HOLDING BACK NATURE
I the power of evil habit and make
The time has passed when Am- it possible for us to live victorerica rejoicesover the prodigality I iou^)y.

is

visiting in the home of their
daughter’s family, Mr. and Mrs.
Rex Robinson and the latter two
in the home of relatives, the Myron Kollen family.
Mr. and Mrs. H. D. Strabbing
attended graduationexercises at
Saugatuck High School last week
Thursday evening, their grandson,
James Clough, being one of the
graduates.
Dr. J. R. Mulder of Western
•Seminary conducted the services
af the local Reformed Church
last Sunday. At the evening service a telegram was read from the
pastor-elect, the Rev. Norman
Van Heukelom informing the
congregation that he had accepted
the call extended to him by the

tbs clorsrJscf construction usod in many largo AmeriSTOCKHOLM SIVUEN - Sfodcfefa, lores* ettf ia
can cities to beep cars moring.Stockholmalto boatlt at
gwtdsB, bat a modtrn traffic uittm to baulk tbs
Hsfues of traffic, Hsrs's a good sxeapls of tbs Sirs- ' a mw subway system.
disb city'ssolutionto tbs traffic prablsa.ft's similar to

Stockholm Consists of 'Old Town’

Miles Also Is

And Modern, Up-to-Date Section
,
Butler

Part-Time Guard

STOCKHOLM. Sweden, May 31As the Gota Canal steamer, the

Republican economieshave turned

Ay’ Bill

Persons Admit

GRAND RAPIDS, Mich at lea4t one U. S. district attorney

Wilhelm Tham, rounded the bend 5
into a part-timeprisoner guard,
we got our flirst glimpse of Stockacordingjo U. S. Attorney Wenholm, the largest city in Sweden
of nature, as was once the habit. Two classes of people are mendell Miles of Holland
and about 700 years old.
Today Uncle Sam, faced by what tioned whom the Lord had chosen
Population of Stockholmis about
Miles was telling a friend Tuesis called a- "bumper crop” of ant| whom they sought to dursuade
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the following officerswere elect service of the Reformed*Church get a place to park youf car in
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ed: President.Mrs. Wallace Klein: featured the topic "MUle Known downtown Stockholm.
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Mr. and Mrs. Donald Brower Kleinheksel. Mrs. Herbert Veld and Glenda Brower as leaders and day.
favor and to deceive the people.
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sponsorship of two tri-cities boys
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the birth of a son, Rod- huis and Mrs. Harvey Kollen.
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from a broken home at Youth They made a show of religious- ney D., May 3L
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Haven near Muskegon, along with ness, but God refused to be deA "question box" was held at
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other projects including bowling, luded. He would not approve their the young peoples meeting in the Dr. Stanley Kleinheksel
evening of June 17th at Camp are used instead of garages.
softball, boy of the year and life hypocritical worship.
ChristianReformed Church last En Route to Africa
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buoy rings at all swimming spots.
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Carroll Bos, club president, an- ings and special music. These w£re pastor, Rev. John Medendorp,
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of Paris. He is assistant, chief enevening.
Saturday night John Ennenga time, using so much in doing good
Jones and daughter,Marilyn to ination of Dr. Kenneth B. Small,
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infants were baptized at gineer of the Pipeline Division of
of St. John’s Lutheran Church and the rest of it practicinginjusSaugatuck Congregational Church H, on charges that he murdered
the Reformed church Sunday Socony Vacuum Oil Co.
was named Boy of the Year at a tice. A life that honors Christ must
and Mrs. Cheater Kalkman to the his wife’s alleged lover.
morning. They were Marilyn June,
From Casablancahe will fly on Calvary Reformed Church of Holdinner at Spring Lake Country have the constancy of an unfailing,
At the same time, Allegan County
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Junior
Club. Charles R. Sligh, Jr., of Hol- mighty mountain stream, always
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•
to
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and
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schedule of Judge Raymond L.
By Newcomen Club
bam on the farm of the Beltman French Equatorial Africa. He will Six-year-old Michael Slagh of
GRAND HAVEN (Special)"
More than 140 members and A divorce decree was granted in sisters U mile south of the vil- return to New York about July 3 152 East 17th St., was' treated Smith of Holland.
Small has admitted shooting Jules
attended a Newcomers Club Ottawa Circuit Court this morn- lage last week Wedhesday noon. flying by way of Rome, Amster- for minor bruises by a local phy
Dance Saturday night at ing to John A. Nyland, Grand A bull, two sows and several little dam and London, where he will sician yesterday afternoonafter Lack, 45, New York millionaire,
he was hit by a car on 16th SL in a luxurious summer home on
Inn. The party featured Haven, from Marie E. Nyland, of pigs, some chickensand tools visit with friends.
Mr. and Mrs. RusmII
Lake Michigan May 29. He is exmusic of King Bos- Manistee.There are no children were destroyed. Several young
Dr. Stanley Kleinheksel major near Columbia Ave.
After a northernwedding trip, bers is the former Berness VanDriver of the car, Darrell Day, pected to invoke the “unwritten
orchestra and refresh- and Mrs. Nyland was restored cattle were saved.
ed in chemistry at Hope College
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Lubbers are der Wall, daughter of Mr. and
rved during the her former name of Marie E.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Wolter and was graduated in 1929. He 17. of 272 East 16th St., heading law” as his defense, contending
now at home' at 54k East 14th St Mrs. Claude Vander Wall, Curtis
that
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to
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Hennessy.
from Kansas are visiting their received his Ph. D. degree at west on 16th St, said the boy
his marriage with his attractive They were married May 28 in St, Grand Rapids. The groom’s
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of
hla
car.
WitUniversity
of
Michigan
in
1934.
present were
mother. Mrs. Derk Wolters, and
Creaton Christian Reformed parents are Mr. and Mrs. Henry
I
E. Barber. Mr.
Dr. and Mrs. Kleinheksel and two nesses in an eut bound car col- wife, Edith, 30, who witnessed the
There are some 13.000 bears their brothers’ families here.
Church, Grand Rapids. Mrs. Lub- Lubbers ol East Saugatuck.
shooting with otter guests.
3arber, Mr. and I AUjjjtas two national forests.
Mrs. Hattie Hoeland. Mr. and daughterslive in Plainfield, N. J. laborated Day's story.
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Judith Reed and Lola Jean Ver
Hulat, Central Michigan College;
Glenn Arendson, Paul Beukema
and Norman Overway, Michigan
College of Mining and Technology! Florence Becker, Laurie
at
Ann Hohl, Michigan Stale College; Mary Ellen Bowihan and
Iris Joan Vanden Bos, Western
MichiganCollege.
Phyllis Brink, Keith Brower,
Mark de Velder, Edwin Fuder,
Arthur Hills Presents
Roger Garvelink, Stanley Harrington, Marilyn Lam, Blaine TimChecks of $35 Each*
raer, John Van Dyke, Glenn WilTo Seven Musicians
liams and Joyce Ver Schure, all
Hope College; Jack Carr, Arlene
Several music awards were given De Cook, and Nick Havinga,Uniat the annual honors assembly versity of Michigan; Carl Fehring,
this morning at Holland High Stanford University; Patricia
Kole, Bess Gotfrtdsen scholarSchool.
ship; James Kuper, Arizona State
Arthur C. Hills of the music University; David L. Mulder and
faculty awarded checks of $35 June Schaafsma,Kalamazoo Coleach to seven band and orchestra lege; Mari A. Van Dyke, Women
members to be applied toward two of 'the Moose Scholarship; Alta
weeks of training this summer at Jean Zeidler,Texas University.
National Music Camp at Inter*

Music

Awards
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Zeeland

Honor Rols for

Almost

200,000

Zeeland Home Extension group
No. 1 met at the home of Mrs.
lliree
Dena Wierepga in Holland last
week. Mrs. James Van VolkenBUCK HILL FALLS, Pa.
burgh was co-hostess. Both Mrs.
Wlerenga and Mrs. Van Volken- In presenting his report on the
burgh are former Zeeland resi- “State of Religion”, President
Scholastic honors for three
dents. Mrs. Thomas Kraai read
classes at Holland High School
an article about EUii Island and Frederick Zimmerman stated that
were announced at the annual
she told that many immigrants the Reformed Church in Amerihonors assembly at the high
encounter great difficultiesbe- ca now lists 199,290 communicant
school this morning.
cause they have no sponsor. »
members and on additional 75,The senior honor roll, previousPfc Irwin Poest, who spent a 500 baptized members, a gain of
ly announced,lists 59 honor stuyear in Korea, is at present two percent over 1952.
dents with a four-yearaverage
spending a 30-day furlough at the
Sunday School enrollment was
of 3 or better.Those with a 3.5
home of his parents. Mr. and 141,225,a gain of 3ft percent The
or better average are Edwin
Mrs. Edward Poest. His parents church gave $3,646,000for educaFuder, John Van Dyke, — ack Carr
met him in Chicago.
tional and missionary causes in
Mary Meurer, David Mulder,
The K.Y.B. Auxilaryof Second 1953, a gain of 12 percent over
Carol Harrington, Mark de VeldReformed Church held a monthly 1952, and raised $10,768,000 for
er, Jane Schaafsma,Marlene
meeting at the home of Mrs. Sara local church work, a gain of 10
.Toostbems, David Bosch, Arlene
Bear last Tuesday afternoon. The percent. The Communion now has
HOLLAND S ONE-STOP Mrriet tfaffoa.The H & B Seta complete line of Standard Oil Products. A courtesy
De Cook, Norman Overway, Marigroup Is getting ready for a ba- 806 churches and 976 ministers.
rice elationlocated at 12$ West Eighth SL It equipped
extended by the owners It proridingample parking
lyn Lam, Philip Rathke, Roger
zaar.
to atrric* all maktt of cart. Owned and operated bjr
Fifteen ministers died during
lochen.
space while customersshop.
Garvelink, David Jalving, Wanda
Mr. and Mrs. P. Vander Ploeg 1953.
Don Hartqerlnk and Herman Bioh, the station carries
Five band members receiving
Essenburg,Mary Ellen Bowman,
and Miss Martha Hoeve recently Support of the Church’s colleges
the awards were Sonja Bouwman,
Beryl Harrington, -Phyllis Brink
enjoyed a trip to visit Corp. and theologicalseminaries influtist; Sandra Dressel, clarinetist
and Jean Zeidler.
Paul Vander Ploeg, stationed at creased by more than 50 percent
Lake Michigan Near
and oboeist; Terry Zylman, saxoThere are 55 on the junior
Fort Bennlng, Georgia.
phone; John Kleinheksel and Dick
In 1953, enablingall schools tp
Fords
Dr.
Sununer High Level
honor roll covering a three-year
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Brackett operate with balanced budgets.
Hemwall, cornets. Orchestra
period. They follow: Carol Luth,
of Elkhart,Ind., were recent Paid up subscriptionsto the
members getting similar awards
Lake Michigancontinued its seavisitors at the home of friends Church Hearld, officialpaper of
According to local Western 4; Marilyn Neff, 3.95; Joanne Van
were Kay Keane, string bass, and
sonal
rise
from
April
to
May
and
Victories
In Zeeland.
Union officials, George Zuverink Naarden, 3.95; Sandra Dressel,
Cora Lee -Kaepernik, cello.
the denomination, passed the 50,is now near the summer high after
Corp Eldon L Moore, Jr., of 000 mark, thus covering almost
The Barkel award given to the was flooded with telegrams of 3.92; Helen Wade, 3:88; Blanche
a
May,
1954,
reading
of
58J.22
feet,
two graduates who have been of congratulationsSaturday after Eding, 3.75; Ted DuMez, 3.74;
BUCK HILL FALLS, Pa.-The Fort Knox, Ky., recently spent one-half of the family membercompared with the average May
a few days visiting his parents, ship of the church.
most value in service and faith- his masterful three-hit pitching Paul Vander Meat, 3.74; Carol In Softball
level for the entire record of 580.75 General Synod of the Reformed
Mr. and Mrs. Eldon Moore, Maple
fulness to the band was present- job against the mighty Boston Meurer, 3.73; Janet Larion, 3.69;
Dr. Zimmerman mode a strong
feet.
Church in America, meeting here St.
Ruth Wendt, 3.68; Barbara Dillplea for the placing of women
ed to Arlene De Cook and Bill Red Sox.i
Barber Fords blanked Vanden- The May level was .56 foot un- in its 148th annual session, electAnnouncer Van Patrick let it be berg, 3.67: Marcia Glanton, 3.65;
Several members of the senior in the various judicatoriesof the
Mecngs.
berg
Buick 11-0 in Holland City der the May, 1953, reading of 581.78 ed President Gerrit Vander Lugt class of Zeeland High School have Church such as the Synods, just
Kenneth
Meyer,
3.65;
Carl
Ver
known
just
where
George
was
A scholarship to the Smith-Walfeet. The extreme low and high
bridge drum major school valued staying in Boston and local per- Beek, 3.64; Mari Lou Hindert, Softball League action Saturday
of Central College, Pella, la., as been awarded scholarships to as they have their places in tho
levels for May during the entire
at S35 was given to Dick Hem- sons took the cue and sent tele- 3.63; John Barkel, 3.60: Phyllis night at Van Tongeren Field while
president for the next year, suc- various Institutions because of management of the various
record was 577.79 feet in 1926 and
grams. Van Patrick said Sunday Van Kampen, 3.57; Marcia Borr,
wall.
ceeding Dr. Frederick Zimmer- their high scholastic rank. The Boards and agencies of the deMain Auto racked up an 11-5 win 583.49 feet in 1886.,
Willard Fast of the faculty George was bewildered by the 3.55; Sonja Bouwman, 3.54; Junis
man of Albany, N.Y. Dr. Vander following have been awarded nomination.
Lake Michigan rose .41. foot from
awarded two scholarships to the flood of wires and couldn’t quite Kunkel, 3.52; Carol Cook, 3.50; over Gra-Bell in the nightcap,
Lugt is a graduate of Calvin $150 scholarshipsto Hope College:
night. Ford pitcherKen Van Hoven May to June, compared with an College and the University of Yvonne Nyenhuis-Co-valedictorian
All State Chorus at Interlochen figure out how everyone knew Myrna Cook, 3.50.
to Mary Lou Pierson and Terry where to send them. The anBetty Heidema, 3.49; Paul El- limited the Buicks to just two hits, average rise of .30 foot for the Michigan. Before going to Cen- Joan Kulper-salutatorian, Garry
entire record. The probableJune
nouncer
didn’t
put
him
wise.
zinga, 3.45; JaniceaKoeman,*3.45; both singles. Norm Velthuis and
Greenwood.
tral in 1946 he was both professor Ter Haar and Ronald Wetherbee.
level will be 581.3 feet.
Zuverink, in going the route, Barbara Roeser, 3.45; Paul Scott,
Miss Gladys Wiskamp awarded
and president of Carroll College in Carol Klinesteker has been
awarded a $75 scholarship to
Pan American Club pins to Flor- walked just two men and struck 3.45; Patricia Farrar, 3.40; Carl Bill Fortney had the safeties.
Waukesha, Wis.
ence Becker, David Bosch, James out one. He retire the last 12 Kemme. 3.40; Franklin McCarthy, Fords (started with two runs in
The Rev. Daniel Y. Brink of Hope College. Sally Boone, . coCook, Edwin Fuder, Laurie Hohl, batters he faced. The only Boston 3.40; William Frederick Roth, the first on a walk and singles by
Scotia, N.Y., was elected vice valedictorian was awarded enWill president,succeeding himself. He trance scholarshipto Michigan
Julie Smith, Dean Sullivan, Iris hits were by Jim Piersall, Harry 3.40; Elizabeth Ver Hey. 3.40; Wes Timmer and Chet Johnson. Local
All Makts
Van Den Bos and Joyce Ver Agganis and Ellis Kinder.
Marcia Welch, 3.38; Jane Klaasen. They added six in a big third
is the pastor of the Scotia Re- State College, amount unanGeorge forced the great Ted 3.37: Kenneth Ftfhring,3.30; Ro- inning on a homer by Ron Applenounced.
Mary
Zwyghuizen
reSchure.
formed church.
Robert Chard awarded Quill Williams to hit into a double bert Overway, 3.30; John Vanden dom, walks and a three-base
Authorixad
Dr. James M. Martin, 78, pas- ceived a scholarship of $300 by
and Scroll awards to Carol play in the first time up and re- Bos, 3.25; Gayla Davis, 3.16: error, doubles by A1 Piersma and
Oiryriar-PirmouthDealer
tor of the Reformed Church at Ottawa County Nurses Association. Ronald Knoper, a scholarGord Barnes, single by Vem Fuder
Plakke, James Cook, Philip Ra- tired him the next three times he Shirley Meiste, 3.16.
Donald J. Thqmas, cashier of Woodside.Long Island, N.Y., ten- ship by Michigan Road Builders
Haan Motor Salts
gains. Mary Ellen Bouwman, Ann faced him during the game.
William Bremer, 3.15; Darlene and a fielder’s choice. The finhl
dered his resignation aS perBesides his outstandingmound Groters, 3:15; Isla Lemmen, 3.15; three crossed in the fifth on home First National Bank, is a member
Geerlings,Dave Jalving,Paul Van
manent clerk of the Synod after Association, to be used at Uni- 23 W. 9th Street Phone 7242
job, George had one of 13 Detroit Nancy Moran, 3.15; Lynn Kad- runs by Appledom and Fuder and of the class of bank officerswho
versity of Michigan surveying
Kolken and Iris Vanden Bos.
35 years of continous service.
Edwin Damson awarded Sons hits und scored one run.
well, 3.15; Phil Boersma, 3.10; a single by Rog Beckman and a will enter the graduateschool of
The Synod appointedDr. Wil- school in Colorado.This is for
of the Revolutionessay awards
Marilyn Vanden Bosch, 3.10: Mary fielder’schoice.
liam
Vender Meer of Edmonton, $150. Leona Nykamp received
banking at its annual summer sesto Marcia Welch, first, and Local Youth Graduated
Lou Van Putten, 3.09; .Jerome Appledom had two home runs in
Alberta,Canada, and the Rev. $15 as a member of the graduatBlanche Eding. second.
Wassink, 3.09; John Kolean, 3.05; two official times at bat while sion in June. The session will be Herman Maasen, pastor of the ing class who formerly graduatRecognition was given to jun- From Concordia College
Nancy Bos. 3.02; Esther Vander Fuder had a homer and two sin- held at Rutgers University, New Reformed Church of Chatham, ed from an Ottawa county rural
iors selected to attend Wolverine
Meulen, 3.01; Joan Heneveld, 3; gles in three official times at bat. Brunswick,N.J. June 14 through Ontario, Canada, as delegates to school, given on the bull of
Boys State June 17 to 24 at
Kay Don Hoogerhyde, son of Elinor Oetman, 3; Wanda Vanden Wilber Spykerman started for 26.
the Synod of the Reformed scholarship and service to class
Michigan State College. They are Mrs. Frieda Hoogerhyde,259 West Berg, 3.
the Buicks and was relieved by Thomas is one of more than Church of the Netherlandsand to and school. Given by the South
Ottawa Teacher’s Club.
Phillip Boersma, Gerald Boeve, 12th St, was graduated from ConAn innovation this year was the Bob Fortney in the fifth.
1.000 bankers who will attend the confer with Holland immigration
The Intermediate Christian
Willaim Bremer, Theodore Du cordia Junior College at Ft. announcement of
sophomore Main Auto scored four runs in two-week session, which is spon- authoritiesrelative to the 30,000
Mez, Lynn Kadwell, Paul Nort- Wayne, Ind., Sunday. Baccalaure- honor roll which listed four all- the second inning of the nightcap sored by the American Bankers Hollanderswho are expected to Endeavor Society of the First
huis. Robert Saunders and Paul ate services for the college and A averages in an exceptionally on singles by Mel Koenes, Jerry Association.The student body
emigrate to Canada in the next Reformed church enjoyed a party
at Camp Geneva on Thuraday
Scott.
the Lutheran High School were long list of 76 honor students for Prince and Ernie Prince, a walk, from 43 states, the Districtof Co- year.
evening, June 3. Children met at
Carl Ver Beek will attend the
,St. Paul’s Lutheran a two year average. Sophomore a wild pitch, three errors,a couple lumbia, Alaska, Puerto Rico, and
pthe church at 4:30 and .went
Rotary Youth leadership develop- Church. The commencementpro- honor students follow:
of fielder’s choices and came El Salvador — represents a capathere in a body. They especially
ment camp June 23 to 27.
gram was given at the Student
Mar>' Ann Cumerford, 4; Bar- through with six in the fourth.
city enrollment.
enjoyed a wiener roost.
Girls attending WolverineGirls Chapel on the Campus with the bara Emmick. 4; Barbara Folkert,
Singles by Jerry Prince and Ted
The graduate school was founded
State June 15 to 23 at Ann Arbor Rev. Armin Oldsen of St. Paul’s 4; Virginia Top, 4; Charles Lem- Vandenberg. along with errors,
Rev. Ten Gay, who is a member
in 1935 to provide an opportunity
are Jane Klaasen, Carol Luth and Lutheran Church of Lakewood, men, 3.92; Sarabeth Brown, 3.90; walks, fielder’s choices did the
of the Central College Board at
to , experienced
bankers for adElizabeth Ver Hey. Alternates are Ohio, and recent speaker of the Ann Marie Kleis, 3.87; Avis de trick. They added one in the fifth
Pella, Iowa, attended the Board
vanced study in banking and reArrange that special busk
Myrna Cook, Sandra Dressel and Lutheran Hour, as principalspeak- Maagd. 3.85; Judith Nykamp, on singles by Jason Ebels and
meeting last week. The Rev. Willated subjects.The faculty for the
nest appointment at TheHelen Wade.
liam
HUmort
of
Hope
College
had
Lertry
Tucker.
er.
3.85; Dawn Poppen, 3.83; Gordon
1954 session numbers 58 regular
Bier Kelder. Alr-conditloned
PrincipalJ.J. Riemersma announ- Hoogerhyde will enter Concordia Hoeksema, 3.80; Yvonne Dalman,
45J W. 22nd St. Hm* 4-8042
Gra-Bell scored four times in the members and 34 special lecturers. charge of both services here
with only nationallyadvei^
ced 31 scholarshipawards for Seminary in St. Louis, Mo., in the 3.75; Bill Japinga, 3.75: Roger second on singles by Frank Raab,
May 30. In the evening Victor and
Included are leading bankers,
tleed boveragoa. upon for
Fine
Furniture for
seniors. They are Joyce Alverson, fall.
Carrow
Kleinheksel
from
HolKleinheksel, 3.75; Joan Tellman, Erwin Ter Haar and Ken Koning lawyers, educators, and govemyour convenience from noon
presented special music.
FashionableHomes
Those from here attending the 3.75; Linda Gordon, 3.71: Roger and walks and a wild pitch.
Wnt representatives.Four major land
until midnight
Rev.
Ten
Clay
and
Able
P.
graduationexercises were Mrs. Potter. 3.67; John Kleinheksel, The losers added their other subjects are offered by the school
FURNITURE
IT'S 4 TIGHT TIT..
tally in the third on a single by —commercial banking, trusts, in- Nienhuis were delegateschosen
Hoogerhyde and daughter, Donna, 3,65; Gerda Boeve. 3.62.
LAMPS
CARPET
Leslie Bosch, 3.58; Shirley De Koning, a fielder’schoice, wild vestments, and savings manage- this year from this vicinity to atMr. and Mrs. John Steininger and
tend the General Synod of the
sons, James and William, Augie Bidder, 3.58; James Weener, 3.58; pitch and an error.
CUSTOM
UPHOLSTERING
ment. Thomas will major in comReformed Church in America
Overway and the Misses Ann Free- Eleanor TenBrink, 3.57; Marcia Jerry Prince with two out of two mercial banking.
CUSTOM FINISHING
man, Patti Overway and Delores Bouws, 3.56; Elaine Vander Werf, paced the winners while Koning’s To qualify for graduation, Tho- which met this year at Buck Hill
and BIFINISHING
3.55; Arloa Hamelink, 3.53; Mar- two out of four was tops for Gra- mas must attend similar summer Falls, Penn., Juno 3 to 6. Gerald
Sebasta.
Pomp, graduatestudent from the
tha Ann De Groot, 3.52; Eliza- Bell.
sessions again in 1955 and 1956. In
Nearly 4,000 individual opera- beth Oosterhof, 3.51; Norman Jerry Prince started for Main addition, he must complete two seminary conductedboth services
tions are required in making the Brumm, 3.50; Cherry Copeland, Auto and was relieved by Ebels in years of extension work at, home here Sundav.
On Thursday,May 27. the clos3.50; Jack De Long, 3.50; Stuart the fourth. They allowed four hits.
parts of one watch.
and will be required to write a
Post, 3.50; Tom Protsman, 3.50.
Harv Berens w’ent the route and thesis based upon original research ing-day program and the eighth
grade graduationexercises were
Gretchen Boyd, 3.48; Eleanor gave up 10 hits for the losers.
in some phase of finance.
held in the local school Friday
Mouw, 3.47; Marilyn Weller, 3.45;
OFFERS
was the last day of school.Pupils
Kenneth Brink, 3.42; Phyllis
were excused at noon.
Grand Haven Municipal
Joostbems, 3.37; Jane Hohmann,
. . BUT KANGAROOS
The annual Sunday School pic3.35; Verna Grotenhuis, 3.33;
AKE BUILT THAT WAV/
Court Assesses Fines
nic of North Holland Reformed
Fred
Tubergan,
3.33; Bennett
AT HOME AND AT
Church will be held June 15 in
Young, 3.33; Vonnie Barkel, 3.32;
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Hughes Woods, Hudsonville. ProEvelyn Van Iwaarden, 3.28; Bruce In
'
Robert William Hodgins. 23,
In Addition to LOW COST!
gram committee consists of Mr.
tight Singles
Brink, 3.24; Joan Ross, 3.22;
Muskegon, paid $35 fine and $5.50
and
Mrs.
Richard
Nykamp.
Mr.
Norman Riksen, 3.21; Heide
costs in Grand Haven Municipal
SIN VAN UNTL Agent
designed to •liminatawind damagi
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
and Mrs. Harold Bosma and Mr.
Bekius, 3.20; David Polich, 3.20.
Court Saturday morning on a
177 CollegeAvenue
will bo appliedby our exports — no
Robert
Wellman,
21,
and
David
Phone 7139
and
Mrs.
Marvin
Nienhuis.
A
Janice Walters. 3.18; Ross
charge of reckless driving. The
fuss, one price covers entire cost oi
Boersma, 3.17; William Boyle, L. Rice, 21 both of Grand Haven, arrest was by officers of the colored film. "The Children of the
were arrested at North Shore
Cumberland" will be shown in the
3.17; Harvey Brandt, 3.17; Joan
material and labor. Call today,
park north of Ferrysburg about sheriff’s department at the North evening following a basket lunch.
Carlson, 3.17; Jan Robbert,3.17;
Shore
on May 30.
Calvin Lamoreaux, 3.16; Carl 3:35 a.m. Saturday by Deputies
Robert Dean Haut, 19, Lansing,
Brook and Charles BugielYOUR HOSTS:
Weiss, 3.15; Marjorie Zickler, James
paid $20 fine and $5.50 costs in Marriage Licenses
ski.
PAUL AND EDNA VAN RAALTE 3.15; Eileen Fendt, 3.13; Lois
Ottawa County
ITS
Arraigned before Municipal the same court on a charge of
Smith, 3.13; Sylvia Vanden Brink,
purchasingbeer, and Russell E.
Edward B. Wittevrongel,45,
ACROSS PROM POSTOFFICI
Judge
Louis
H.
Osterhous
Sat3.13; Trudie Van Lente, 3.13;
urday afternoon Wellman was Pigue, 18, also of Lansing, charg- Muskegon Heights, and Virginia
Phyllis Welch, 3.13.
ZEELAND
sentencedto pay $25 fine and ed with possession of beer, paid May Gastfleld,34, Spring Lake;
Kathleen Ke^ne, 3.08; Kenneth
29 EAST 6$5.50 costs or serve 10 days in $20 fine and $5.50 costs. The ar- W.R. Wolniakowski, 24, Grand
Lugten, 3.08; MardellaSchamper,
CLOSED SUNDAYS
the county jail on a drunk and rests were on May 30 by sheriff’s Haven, and vVilma Ver Meer, 23,
THAT MAKES
PHONE 3823.08; Sheridan shaffer,3.05; Everoute 1, Grand Haven.
disorderlycharge. He was at- officers.
lyn Spykerman, 3.02; Ruth Van
tempting to raise enough money
Dyke, 3.02; Bob Bemecker, 3;
to pay the fine and costs imposed.
Ronald Chandler, 3; Laura FreeFor Variety Try Our CrockRice, charged with drinking
See the
1954
man, 3; Bonnie Hovinga, 3; Sue
beer on the highway, was senKennedy," 3; Betty Koops, 3; Lila
ed Wheat, Rye and White
tenced to pay $50 fine, $6.10 costs
Stremler, 3,
and serve 20 days in jail. If the
Bread.
fine and costs are not paid he
will serve 40 days.
Graveside Rites Held
7V4 h.p. — NOW
.............. ........ 2. ,199 S®
Norman Jewell, 23. Joe CrampFor Weatherwax Baby
ton, 23, and Robert Edward Maus,
Trailers
19, all of Muskegon, were taken
Graveside service* were held at Into custody by the same officers
3B4 CENTRAL
PHONE 2677
Restlawn Cemetery at 1:30 today at 2:30 a.m. Saturday at Jackson
for the infant son of Mr. and and Seventh St Jewell, charged
Mnl Donald Weatherwax, Arthur with drinking beer on the highAve. The baby was bom dead way was sentenced to pay $25
125 W. 8th
Dm HaitfwMr . Hem
Phono 7777
Sunday at Holland Hospital.
fine, $6.10 costs and three day
Surviving besides the 'parents jail sentence. Crampton, charged
are the grandparents,Mr. and with the same offense, drew a
Mrs. Frank Veltkamp and Mr. $25 fine, $6.10 costs and five days
and Mrs. Delbert Weatherwax.
in jail, and Maus, charged with
Annoincements
David Boyd of Calvary Chapel possession of beer, was sentenced
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De Nooyer Chevrolet,
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Borgman

fine, $6.10 costs and
serve five days in jail, by Municipal Judge Osterhous.

BriJal Shower Given

Miss Patty Ann Borgman enter- For Joyce
tained at a surprise party Saturday evening at her home, 573 GorMrs. Robert Vegter and Mrs.
don St., in honor of her mother, Preston Brunsell entertained at a
Mrs. Fred Borgman, who celebrat- shower at the latter’s home Friday
ed her birthday Friday. A two- evening in honor of Miss Joyce
course lunch was served.
Brunsell.
Invited guests were the MesGames were played and duplidames Jake Borgman, Dale Borg- cate prizes awarded.A two-course
man, Russell Borgman, William lunch was served.
Borgman, Muriel Borgman, Helen Invited were the Mesdames John
Borgman. Melvin Borgman of Brunsell, Jack Brunsell, Andrew
Holland, John Bruursema of Vries- Brunsell, Roger Brunsell, Preston

Bmuell

AM Medeb
CeipleUlT New,
tenulee Chevrolet

F.

Gwen

to pay $25

land and Irwin Johnson of Mus- Man ting, Harold Manting, Jack
kegon.
Wanting. C. Koeman, D. Windemuller and H. Heerspinkand the
Approximately75,000 Ameri- Misses Anne Koeman, Donna and
cans now aUve will become blind Faye Brunsell and Carole Winde-

Inc.

PHONE 2184
I

before they die.

muller.

job
McCABTHY MOBBED — SenatorJoteph McCarthy (arrow) It mobbed by
young autograph eeekert In Ripen. Wit., alter addteulng a gatheringoi
about 2X100 persons at the 100th armbrertary ol the handing ol the Bepablicon Party. The thre+day celebration ol the centennial brought many
Ihoutandtol rltilort io Bipoa.

m
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Seng sheets FRU wMi each
order of Wedding Stationery.
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Scrappy says:
Scrap is raw material in the wrong
place; our job

is

getting

is

Am

SCRAP

all

your printing! Quality prtsswork, dependabli

STEKETEE

materials

Louis Padnos Iron & Metal Co.
128 Rim

vs do

strvkg, prompt dtlhriry •

placer

always buying

Ut

to the right

Helen*

Mkk

-

. . satisfactionguaranteed!

VAN HUIS

COMPLETE PRINTING SUVICE
9 East 10th Stroot
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Technology.

,

Chemistry Majors

-

Uv

1

Get Scholarships
Robert

N.

Schut of Hudson-

ville and Robert J. Langenberg

of Holland, both Hope College
seniors, have received graduate

Admitted to Holland Hospital
Friday were Linda Van Ess 191
East Eighth St.; Mrs. William
Van Ark, 69 East 32nd St; Mrs
LaVerne Regnerus, 159 Reed
Ave.
Discharged Friday were Mrs.
Richard Harvey and bay, 119

fellowships in chemistry,it was
Mrs. Robert Paul Schneider
• (WilliamM. Shields photo)

Robert Paul Schneider
Weds Ruth Marie Fraser
At 8

p.m. Saturday evening,

I

First Presbyterian Church of Clin-

ton, S.

Schuf (right) conftr with Dr. Gtrrit

Van Irl head 0/ Hope CoUtv* chomlitrydopariaont aboul gradual# f#JJowihipi(h#f bar* locehrod Item ifelwiitf 0/ Vtnnonl and Mataatha-

pfsf;

G, was

the scene of the

of Miss Ruth
Marie Fraser of Clinton and

lovely wedding

Robert Paul Schneider of Holland and Key West. Fla. Their
parents are Dr. and Mrs. T. Layton Fraser of Clinton and Mr. and
Mrs. E. P. Schneider,South Shore,
Dr„ Holland.
The impressive double ring
ceremony was performed by Dr.
Fraser, father of the bride, assisted by Dr. George Belungrath,
dean of Presbyterian CoUege. The

sancturary

was enhanced

1

Mr. and Mrs. Norman Borkel
(Prince photo)

OVERISEL

-Mr. and also route 5. The bride is the forbride, served as flower girl. She Mrs. Norman Barkel are at home mer Thelma Voorhorst.
The bride's mother and the
wore a dress of pastel green tulle in Zeeland, after an eastern wedgroom’s father were their only
over taffeta and carried an old
ding trip. Their marriage took attendants.
fashionednosegay of asters in
place May 7 in Overisel Reformed
A reception for the immediate
mixed colors.
The bride, who was given in Church parsonage with the Rev. families was held at Bosch's
marriage by her father, wore a A. Tellinghuisen officiating at the Restaurant.Zeeland.
The bride has been employed
lovely gown of white mechlin double ring ceremony.
Parents of the couple are Mr. at Holland Furnace Co. and the
lace and tulle over duchess satin.
The bodice was fitted, having a and Mrs. Frank Voorhorst, route groom is employed at the Jervis
yoke of bridal illusionand long 5, and Mr. and Mrs. Silas Barkel, Corp.
(Special)

fitted lace sleevesending in points

at the hands. The bouffant tulle
and satin skirt, which extended
into a cathedral length train, was
appliqued with lace below the
by waistline.She wore a juliet cap

magnolia blossoms and foliage and of lace trimmed with orange
cathedra] candles in floor candela- blossoms, and a fingertip veil of
bridal illusion. Her only ornament
bra.
Preceding the ceremony a pro- was a single strand of pearls. She
gram of wedding music was pre- carried a bouquet of white roses

Junior Rotarians Air

Swimming Pool Proposal
Fourteen Junior Rotarians from

Holland and Holland Christian
High Schools presented the pro|sented by Mrs. J. Ferdenand and phalaenopsisorchids with gram at Thursday’snoon lunch-

Widow

of

Fight

South Maple, Zeeland;

Mrs.

announced today by Dr. Gerrit Thomas Dykhuis and baby, 1071
Van Zyl, head of the college West 14th St.; Mrs. Donald
Mr. and Mrs. Gerard Timmer
chemistry department. The fellow- Brower and baby route 5; Mrs.
(Prince photo)
ships include books and tuition to- Jack Bruischart and baby, 12J
On their wedding trip to South- June 16. The bride is the former
getner with an adequate sti- West 16th St.; Eugene Stanford,
pend for living expenses. Schut re- 352 Fourth Ave.; Mrs. Donald ern California are Mr. and Mrs. Donna Carolyn Vander Kolk,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bert D.
ceived his notification from Mass- Vander Baan, Waukazoo; Mrs. Gerard Timmer who were married
Vander Kolk of route 6, Holland.
Wednesday
evening,
May
26,
in
William
Van
Ark,
69
East
32nd
achusetts Instituteof Technology
and Langenberg from the Uni- St.; Timmy Mitchell,route 1, Bethany Christian Reformed The groom’s parents are Mr. and
Church. The couple will be at Mrs. Ed Timmer, route 3, ZeeHamilton.
versity of Vermont.
Admitted Saturday were Cor- home at route 3, Zeeland after land.
Langenberg,a native of Grandville, was graduated from Gand- nelius Ten Voorde, 166 West
ville High School in 1947. He is Seventh St.; Mrs. George Hilson,
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Henry 209 West 15th St.; Henry Vander
Langenberg of Grandville and at Unde, 426 Quimby,' N. E., Grand
Hope is a chemistry major. At Rapids; Susan Van Den Berg, 69
present he holds one of the Stan- East 35th St
Discharged Saturday were
dard Oil of Indiana chemistry
scholarships for seniors which is Linda Van Ess, 191 East Eighth
valued at $500. He is president St.; Mrs. Robert Coauwe and
of the chemistry club, a member baby, 892 College Ave.: Mrs. Minof the Hope Instrumental En- ard De Vries and baby, 114 East
4
semble. Langenbergis married 38th St.; Herma Boeve, 283 How
ard Ave.; Richard Jones, route 1,
and has two children.
Schut. son • of Mr. and Mrs. West Olive; Lambert Van Dis,
Gerrit Schut of Hudsonville, also route 1: Mrs. William Collins and
a chemistrymajor at Hope, was baby, 287 West 15th St.; Mrs
graduatedfrom HudsonvilleHigh Joe Puente and baby, 321 West
School At Hope he is a member 14th St.; Susan Van Den Berg
of the chemistry club, has been 69 East 35th St; Henry Vander
active in intramural sports and Linde. 426 Quimby, Grand Rapids
holds the other Standard Oil of
Admitted Sunday were Mrs
Indiana chemistryscholarship of Gebrge Bergman, 65 Division Let's
Ave.; Mrs. George Ramaker,
$500.

i

Plant Beauty! Garden Needs

’Jacobs, organist, and soloists,Miss sprays of stephanotis.

eon of Holland Rotary Club at
Mrs. Fraser, mother of the
Ellen M. Fraser, sister of the
the Warm Friend Tavern. Senior
bride, and Hugh H. Fraser cousin bride, wore black lace over soft,
route 3.
students David Vander Ploeg and
of the bride. Miss Fraser sang ice blue taffeta, with white accesDischarged Sunday were Mrs.
Blaine Timmer were co-chairman
“The Pledge” and Mr. Fraser sories and a corsage of phalaenop- the event which featured a
Harry Plaggemars.656 State St.;
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
A garden needs .good foundasang “Oh Perfect Love” and 'The sis orchids. Mrs. Schneider wore
Mrs. Henry Hilbink, 645 Lugers
a dress of dusty-rose lace over panel discussion on the subject Mrs. Ethel McGovern, 60, widow
Lord’s Prayer.”
Rd.;
Mrs.
Harvey
Aalderink
and
tion just as surely as does a house.
‘Holland Should Have a Swim- of the late Aritie McGovern former
Summer Resident Dies
Ervin Schneider of Holland, taffeta, with matching accessories
baby, 278 Reimink Rd.: Mrs. John Van Zoeren explains how he
ming Pool.”
well-known fight promoter,died
father of the groom, served as and a corsage of cymbidium orEverett
Heldema
and
baby,
356
Moderator Roger Garvelink prebuilt the foundation which yields At Home o( Daughter
best man. Olin S. Fraser of Hin- chids.
West 18th St.: Mrs. Robert Hoatsented the panel of Junior Rotar- Saturday night in Municipal Hosa succession of luxuriant bloom FENNVILLE (Special) -Robert
Immediatelyfollowing the cereesville, Ga., Harry B. Fraser, Jr„
lin and baby. 643 West 22nd St.;
pital, following a two-year illness.
Tag day for band and orchestra Mrs. Jack Shoemaker and baby, from early spring to late fall.
of Abbeville,South Carolina, mony, parents of the bride enter- ians who enumerated several reasons in support of the proposal Her condition became criticala members of Holland High /and
Where shrubbery and flowers Wallace Young, 93, died Wednes- ^
Donald A. Fraser, Jr., of Decatur, tained with a reception at their
route 3.
were to border their property on day at the home of hs daughter,^
Phil
Boersma,
speaking
on
the month ago.
Christian
High
schools
Fridav
and
pa., and Charles E. Fraser of home on ffickory St During the
Hospital births include a daughcost of the pool, commented that
She was born in Newark. N. J., Saturday yielded more than $1,800 ter, Elsa Louise, bom Friday to east, south, and west sides, three Mrs. Edna Clark on the Lake
Augusta, Ga^ were usher-grooms- evening the couple left on their
the amount per family over a April 7, 1894 and formerly was and involved the distribution of
large loads of manure were spread, shore. He is survived by Mrs.
men. Wallace W. Boyd of Clinton wedding trip to Pompano Beach.
year period would be small. married to E. L. Mills, associated 3,600 to 4,000 tags among people Mr. and Mrs. John Bouman. 41 then 28 loads of mushroom comserved as junior groomsman, and Fla. The bride wore a navy blue
Clark and a son, Wallace Young,
East
15th St; a son. Richard O.,
post, to be covered •with five more
Master William Shumaker of linen suit trimmed with white ac- Lewis Stegink cited the fact that with the Bastian Blessing Com- on the streets of Holland.
bom
Friday
to Mr. and Mrs. large lo«.d: of old. well decayed of Chicago.
The event was launched with a
Pawtucket,R. L nephew of the cessories to match. She wore s only half of the students can pany. She later married the late
Richard Scheerhom, 1536 I^ke- manure. This produced a soil of
swim. Besides providing an ex- Arthur Colten, who was associat- parade Friday night in which the
groom, was ring bearer.
corsage of white orchids from her
wood Blvd.; a son. Kelly Roger, good texture which holds moisture
cellent form of recreation,it ed at the time of his death with six bands of the two schools partiMiss Ellen Fraser serv ed as her bouquet. After June 15, the
bom Friday to Mr. and Mrs. well, is friable, and easy for
would
help
to
reduce
the
high the Kiddie-Kover Mfg. Co., and cipated.
sister's maid of honor. Her dress couple will be at their home at
James Klynstra, route 3. HudsonThe first tag day last fall yield- ville: a son. Jack, bom Saturday roots to penetrate. Mr. Van Zoerwas of pastel yellow tulle over 606*rruman Ave., Key West Fla drowning rate each year due to later was married to Mr. Mced about $3,000. which went for to Mr. and Mrs. Jack Shoemaker, en figuresthere is plenty of nitromoire taffeta. It was fashioned
Govern.
Out of town guests were Mr. one’s inability to swim.
gen to last for a while so he adds
Comparing the expected rate
She has been making her home new uniforms for the Holland route 3.
with fitted bodice softly draped at and Mrs. E. P. Schneider of Hol0-20-20 each year.
which
could
be
charged
for the with her son-in-law and daughter. High band.
the upper edge, with neck strap land; Mrs. M. E. Schneider of
A daughter. Janine Marie, bom
The borders are thickly plantswimming privilege with other Mr. and Mrs. Harold J. Dombos
The event the past weekend was Saturday to Mr. and Mrs. Marinus
and back bows of black velvet and Detroit grandmother of the
ed. Annuals fill the space left vaforms
of recreation, such as the at 218 N. Buchanan St., Spring the first cooperative venture of
a bouffant floor-lengthskirt with groom; Mr. and Mrs. Archie CalK
Nyboer, route 4; a daughter, cant by he passing of spring flcwmatching stole. She carried an of Pontiac; Mrs. W. M. Shumaker movies and golf. Richard Den Lake. Besides Mrs. Dombos she is the kind for musical organizations Kathleen Sue, born Saturday to
ers. Many times during the seaUyl
said, Tt would be a cheap survived by another daughter, of the two schools.Proc rds will
arm bouquet of mixed summer and William M. Shumaker, Jr., oi
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer De Frell, son truck loads of debris from
form
of
recreation. The price of Mrs. Ralph Trieschmann, High- be pro-rated and will .be used
flowers tied with pastel green rib- Pawtucket R. I, and Mr. and Mrs
route 5; a son, Mark Alan, bom
which have been cut back
bon.
M. Brunner, Cleveland,Ohio admission,” he added, “would take land Park, III five grandchildren for the purchase of new instru- Sunday to Mr. and Mrs. Bernard plants
are carted out. So the soil must be
care of maintenance."
ments,
uniforms,
music
and
for
Mrs. Harry B. Fraser, Jr., of Also visiting were Major General
and a great grandchild.
Velthouse, 250 East Ninth St.; a
kept rich to support new growth.
Lester Overway suggested that
financing trips of the bands.
Abbeville,S. G, was senior and Mrs. J. B. Fraser, Misses
daughter,Virginia Sue, horn to Correct feeding has given new
clubs,
school
groups
and
Red
bridesmaid.Miss Anne Fraser, Mary and Adelaide Fraser, Mr.
day to Mr. and Mrs. Russell Borg- life to a gnarled old sweet cherry
Cross Swim Classes would make
sister of the bride, served as jun- and Mrs. Olin S. Fraser, Olin S
man. 139 West 15th St.
tree which is a point of interest
use
of
the
pool.
“More
people
can
ior bridesmaid. Their dresses Fraser, Jr., and Miss Claire Fraof the rear lawn. Fifty pounds of
were pastel green tulle over taf- ser, of Hinesville,Ga.; the Rev use the swimming pool per hour
balanced commercial fertilizer
than
can
participate
in
any
other
feta, similar to that of the honor and Mrs. Harry B. Fraser Sr., of
put into 12-inch deep holes sunk
form
of
recreation,”
he
said.
“The
attendant They carried arm bou- Greenwood S. G, Lee Fraser of
around the perimeter of the tree
Give
young
people
of
Holland
want
to
quets of mixed summer flowers Abbeville, S. C., Mr. and Mrs.
restored it to a healthy vigor and
tied with pastel yellow ribbon. Donald A. Fraser, Jr., of Decatur, swim and dive,” said Edward Van
Fraternal Order of Eagles and
beauty.
Five Holland womeh will re- the Ladies Auxiliary held joint inLittle Miss Claire Fraser of Gan and Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Eenenaam, “which they often can
Iris are the current feature of
not
do
in
Lake
Michigan
because
ceive
diplomas
as
graduate
nurses
Hinesville, Ga., cousin of the Fraser of Atlanta, Ga.
stallationof officers Friday evethis garden. You will find many
of undertow, high winds and the and one will receive a master of ning at Eagles hall. About 60 memnew varieties there, a lovely pink,
limited season." Tom Ra gains con- science in dentistry at the 96th bers and guests attended.
The Board of Appeals Friday delicate buff and mauve shades,
tended
that
swimming
provides
annual
commencement
exercises
Pre-Nuptial Party Feta
Mrs. Erma Looman was install- night approved two applications,
good recreation for all ages.
of NorthwesternUniversity in ing officer. Mrs. Betty Ooms, in- tabled two others and set a public a deep mahogany, the clear blue
of the up-standing Great Lakes,
Mia Ruth Klingenberg
Discussion followed the panel’s McGaw Memorial Hall at the
stalling conductress and Mrs. hearing on a fifth request.
and large frilled yellows. Oriental
presentationand Rotarians in- Evanston campus Monday, June Anna Ellison, musician, for (he
Approved was the request of the poppies and day lilies are also in'
Miss Ruth Klingenberg,bride- structed its Board of Directors to 14 at 11:30 a.m.
auxiliary installation. InstalledCarley Amusement Co. to erect a
elect of Bernard Haak, was guest go on record that Rotary favors
Elizabeth June Zwemer, 119 were Mrs. Millie Sale, past presi- 22 by 5 foot addition to the rear bloom, to be followed by peonies
and roses. There are edgings of
of honor at a shower last Wed- the building of an indoor pool in West 19th St., will receive a M. S. dent; Mrs. Delia Van Huis, presi- of the Park Theater. The request
pansies and violas. You will notice
connection
with
the
Civic
Center.
in
Dentistry;
Amy
Ruth
Beltman,
The Planning Commission Thurs- nesday evening at the home of
dent; Mrs. Ruth Driy, vice presi- of Louis Padnos Iron and Metal there are no’ shade trees to rob
Preceding the panel discussion 140 East 40th St., Elaine Ruth
dent; Mrs. Fanny Pardue. chap- Co. to build a loading dock at Fifth
day night denied three requests for Mrs. Harry Prins. Co-hostess was
Blaine Timmer gave a short, Kraai, 178 East 13th St., Norma lain; Mrs. Emma Witt and Mrs. St. and River Ave. also was ap- the back garden of moisture, fertility, and sunshine.
zoning changes and tabled a fourth Mrs. John Prins.
humorous talk entitled “Ramb- Jean Ladewig, 140 East 30th SL, Lois Purcell, trustees; Mrs. Jen- proved.
You will find many interesting
for possiblelater action.
Gifts for the bride-elect were lings by Timmer.”
clarinet Dorothy Moerdyk, 120 West 14th
nie Johnson, secretary; Mrs. Requests of the Immanuel plants not often seen as Mrs. Van
arranged
under
an
umbrella
St
and
Mary
Lou
Mulder.
90
quartet
composed
of
Ted
Du
Mez,
Action of the commissionwill be
Marie Huizenga. treasurer;Mrs. Church to build an armex and a Zoeren seeks new materials to
decorated with spring flowers Dale Topp, Paul Brat and Rich- West 14th St., will receive diploforwarded to City Council.
Dorothy De Boer, conductress; school building at 22nd St. and try each year, and she is happy to
Duplicate prizes for games were ard Hertel with John Baker ac mas from Northwestern School
Mrs. Clara Essebagger, inside Pine Ave. and of the Uevense point these out to visitors to their
Tabled for further study was a awarded to Mrs. Gerrit Folkringa, companying, played a merley of of Nursing.
guard: Mrs. Mae De Witt, outside Agency to, constructan office garden. There are a new rapid
request to extend the commercial Mrs. William Zaagman and Mrs western tunes arranged by Topp
Also receiving a degree will be
guard, and Mrs. Jean Kuhlman, building on Michigan Ave. near growing bittersweetclimber,
two-course and called “From Mountain and Richard Glen Ebel, 529 Park.
zone 70 feet west on the south side Robert Daining.
24th St. were tabled for further lace vine, ^nd . yellow trumpet
musician.
Grand
Haven,
who
will
receive
e
lunch was served.
Valley.” Garvelink gave the Inof 13th St near Maple Ave. The
For
the Eagles, Ernie Carlson study.
vine. There are fern leaf splrea,
Invited were the Mesdames vocation and Boersma introduced B. S. in Journalism. Ebel was emA public hearing was set on the oak leaf hydrangea, gold drop
application
from Hollis Helen Tula, Henry Tuls, Sr., Ger- the visiting Rotarians.
ployed at The Sentinel during the was installing officer and John
er for constructionof a new build- rit Folkringa, George Deur, Her
Huizenga was installing conductor. applicationof Ralph Dokter to shrub, moss rases, cimicifugi,fritRandall
Bosch announced summer of 1953.
Brouwer for construction of a man Batts, William Zaagman, that Gerald Boeve had been
Robert B. Anderson, deputy sec- Officers are past president,Dinge- erect a garage at 11 East 28th St. talaria,gooseberryshrub, and
new building.
The hearing was scheduled# for purple leaf smoke tree. Taxus yew,
Henry Vander Werp, Peter De selected as Rotary's representa- retary of defence will be com- man De Witt; president, James
June 22 at 7 p.m. in council cham- rhododendron, mountain laurel,
After rmrh study the group turnHillebrands;
vice
president,
Ben
Jonge, John Vogelzang,Jr., Rob- tive to Wolverine Boys State at mencement speaker. Since 1949 he
ed down a request to rezone por- ert Daining, William Klingen
and fern form a good north side
has been a member of Northwest- Zuverink; chaplain, John Vanden bers.
Michigan State College.
There’s so much more to enjoy
tions of 30th and 31st Sts. near
Berg;
trustee.
Lawrence
Picotte;
foundation planting. A new charern
University
Associates,
a
group
berg, William Newhouse, and Miss
Next week George Speake will
Maple Ave. Also denied was a Virginia Klingenberg.
treuse
chryanthemum
is
one
of
secretary,
Ellsworth
Rolfs;
treasand more time to enjoy it— 1
present “Sermons from Science.” of professionaland business lead
John Zelenka, 76,
request to rezone the south side of
the many mums grown for fall
ers interested in Northwestern. urer, C. Kuite; conductor, L. Johnvacationing in your own
Miss Klingenberg previouslywas
31st St. between Michigan and honored at showers given by Mrs.
son; inside guard, E. Kieck.
bloom.
Diet in Grand Haven
Michigan. You avoid days of
It will be worth while to watch
Maple Aves. The applications asked Roger Van Wyk and Mrs. Dale Firemen Called Out
Pink carnation corsages were
costly, tiresome long-distance
Driver
Loses
Control,
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
for each month’s changing picture,
rezoning from present class B resi- Mooi, Mrs. John Tuls and Mrs.
worn by new and retiringofficers
Twice Daring Weekend
travel and fill them instead
John
Zelenka, 76, route 2, Grand and you may be sure September’s
dentialto commercial.
of
the
auxiliary.
Mrs.
Van
Huis
Arthur Tuls and Misses Elaine
Knocks Down Tree, Sign
Haven, ded at Municipal Hospital growth will be as lus^ as June's
with superb fishing, golfing,
Tk commissionvoted no change and Barbara Haak.
presented
a
past
president’s
pin
to
Meat burning on a stove and
be made on a request to rezone
swimming, riding, boating,
A small tree and a “no parkin#’ Mrs. Sale and commended her for Thursday evening shortly after ad- because the foundation is so well
a flatiron left on an ironing board
mittance. He had been in ill health mhde.
from class B to commercial the
resulted in two fire runs by the sign on the northeast corner of work done during the year. Carlcamping. And Michigan
for the past three and one half
northeast comer of Lincoln Ave. Recent Bride Feted
Holland department Saturday and 19th. St. and River Ave. were son presented a past worthy presiprices are easy on vacation
and Ninth St., until such time as
knocked down when they were dent’s pin to De Witt and thanked years. He was born in Budapest, Damage Set at $1,000
Sunday.
At Surprise Shower
budgets! Write today for Jreo
Hungary,
May
29,
1878
and
had
the rezoning plan for the entire city
him for his work.
A pan full of meat was lost but struck by a car shortly after
lived
in
this
vicinity
since
1909
Michigan vacation literature;
has been completed.
Gifts
were
presented
to
the
inAfter
Auto
Hits
Pole
Mrs. Kenneth Rigterink, recent no other damage was reported at a.m. Sunday.
bride, was surprised at a bridal 265 West 12th St. when the burn
Driver of the car, Sigmund stallingofficers and musician by coming from Cleveland, Ohio,
MS CARim-DtfVI SAHLY
where he was married on May 27,
A 1953 model car received damshower Wednesday evening
ing meat sent clouds of smoke Lukas ik, 37, of Michigan Gty, Ind Mrs. Sale.
Hopkins Resident Dies
the home of Miss Phyllis Boes, throughout the house Saturday. told police he lost control as he A potluck lunch was served by 1909 to Suzanna Lehocky.He was age estimatedat $1,000 after
324 West 19th St
At St Mary’s Hospital
Damage was minor at 106 East rounded the curve near Christian Mrs. Johnson and her committee. a member of the Emanuel Luth- skidded into a power pole two
Games were played and dupli- 17th St Sunday when a flatiron High School while heading north Prize winners for the evening eran Church of Agnew. He had been blocks west of the Old Saugatuck
Peter J. Roon, 64, of Hopkins, cate prizes awarded.The hostess burned through an ironing board
on Michigan Ave. Lukasik was were Mesdames Fanny Pardue, a florist since 1924 in partnership Rd., on South Shore Dr early
died unexpecdly Thursday after served a two-course lunch.
and dropped to the floor.
issued a ticket for excessive Marie Slayer, Betty Ooms, Jean with his brother,George, and until Sunday morning.
noon at St. Mary’s Hospital, Guests included the Mesdames
Police said the driver, Irwin
speed. Damage to his ’49 model Kuhlman. Janet Raffenaud, Stella 1940 was farmer.
Grand Rapids.
Besides the wife he is survived Atman. 23. of 557 Elm Dr., told
Jerry Schipper, Myron BecksHolland fought a dozen wars, one car was estimatedat $100, police Kay and Tillie Seekamp.
Surviving are the wife, Jennie; voort, Marvin Vanden Bosch, of which lasted 80 years against
by l so.i, John, of Grand Haven them another car forced him off
said.
daughters,Mrs. Elvira John Bos, Jr., Bert Boes, Henry the Spaniards, but Holland remainThe first manufactured product township; two daughters,Emily, the road as he rounded a curve
of Charlotte and Mrs. Nyenhuis and the Misses Shirley ed neutral during World War L
There are as many as 60,000 to be exported from the United and Mrs. Roy Nelson of Grand heading west on the drive. Chief
rman of Hopkins; two Essenburg, Arlene Kiekintveld,
bees in a bee colony and each States was sent by Capt. John Rapids; one brother, George, Ottawa County Deputy Clayton
of Kalamazoo and Betty Kehrwecker,Joan De Maat,
Haven township; six grand- Forry and Deputy Nelson Lucas
There are fewer breeds of do- colony has its own distinctiveSmith of Jamestown, Va. It conand 10 Phyllis Bax, Phyllis Boes and the mestic cats than there are of smell. No outsiders are (Permitted sisted of wood made into panels
a brother-in-law,
Sam continued their investigation tohonored guest
day.
to enter.
for wainscoting.

Promoter Dies
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More Than $1,800
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Install Officers Board Approves

Degrees

Two Applications
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Three Requests
Turned

*
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VACATIONLAND
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.
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'

NEW*

COT

THI HOLLAND

Holland Christian

Has

Its

Take Heir Oaths

Honors Assembly

At Honor
New

Senior Day9 Follows

School

At Spring Lake Spa;

1

Holland Christian High School
held its annual honors assembly
Monday with students from all
classes receiving awards. The
assembly is held annually in oon*
enactionwith “Senior Day.” Follow,
ing the two hour assembly the
seniors were dismissed and left for
Prospect Point Resort at Spring
Lake for an afternoon and evening
of games and other entertainment
Following devotions led by Myra
Koeman and Rich Sharda, senior
class officers, various faculty
members presented the awards.
Principal Raymond Hohverda,student council advisor, presented

Russ Walcott, Rich
Sharda, Joan Hole, Mary Jane
Deweerd, Dave Vander Hill, Delores Slenk, Bruce Keuning, Phil
Damstra, Yvonne Tubergen, Barbara Marcusse,Sheryl Kragt, Mir-

*

'Geurink, Betty Bos and John
Baker. In addition to certificates,
David Vander pioeg, Dick Lenters, Ruth Bareman and Marjorie
De Vries, student council officers,
also received pins.

THE "BLAND QUEEN", a modern

river boot porfftrand
alter old-time tterm wbeelert. tilde m down the tallow-

turned oat hr the trout Saturday.The tblp, baOt by
Dick Ho/lman, will tee •xcuriion ter rice on (ho Calo-

Treated ways Si Savgatuck'ttint thlp launching in
decadet. Manj resideatt of Saugafuck and Douglas

00*00 river between Saugatudt and

had been selected as the
Wolverine Boys State representa-

tive.

office

New

ber and Andrea Rowell, accompanied by Mrs. Emily Shafer. The
boys’ cornet trio composed of Harold Wise, James Vande Vusse and
Andries Steketee also played, accompanied by Paul Lucas.
The Danforth award consisiting of
certificatesand books, given for
leadership and character, were

Richmond.

presented to

27 Graduated

Hohverda announced that Dale

Topp

officers of Junior High

took their oath of

Becker, treasurer.
Music was provided by the Junior High Band with Granville Cutler as director,and by the girls’
sextet consistingof Marcella Gearhart, Sharon Bird, Eleanor Ver
Burg, Carla Krulthof, Sandra Zu-

certificates to

Merle Prins, Gordon Mouw, Lucille

Program

from Principal Bernice Bishop at
an honors assemblyTuesday afternoon. New officers are Brace Van
Leuwen, president; Linda Nyhoff,
vice president; Patricia Hower,
secretary; Linda Raven, treisurer;
James Boyd, chief of police.
Lester Overway, Jr., retiring
president, presided and led devotions. Police Chief Edward Van
Eenenaam led the flag salute. Reports were given by Merry De
Waard, vice president; Roxanne
Rudolph, secretary,and Barbara

Given

iam Boven, Dorothy Witteveen,

10, 1954

New JHS Officers

Annnal

Certificates

THUtSPAY, JUNI

Harrington School graduated

Ellen Steketee
and Edward Van Eenenaam, with
second place awards to Nancy
Plewes and Lester Overway. Other

Youth Fined on Charg*

Locals Show Lot

Of Possessing

Of Zip as Boeve,

James E. Vande Bunte, Jr., 18,
Grand Rapids, was assessed $30

At Harrington

Fireworb

GRAND HAVEN

Two

history essay awards were Its largest class in school history
presented by Arthur Tula to Dale Tuesday evening at ceremonies in

Mary

-

(Special)

fine and $5.50 costs when he
pleaded guilty in MunicipalCourt
today to a charge of possession
and use of fireworks. He was arrested by city police on the north
shore Wednesday night.
Bruce Martin, 26, Grand. Haven,
appeared today on a charge of
assault and battery upon his wife,
Rosetta, and was sentenced to pay
$25 fine and $5.10 costs. The alleged offense occurred Tuesday morning at his wife’s home. Martin is
currently on probation on a nonsupport charge of his wife and

nominees were Judy Van Leeuwen, Jo Lee Hurlbut, Joan Vanden
Brink, Linda Fehring, Marilyn
Kunkel, Carol Van Dyke, Eleanor
Ver Burg, Carl Tidd, Terry Bakker, Roger Plagenhoef, Dale Jones,
Gary Taber, James Johnson and
Dennis Wiersma.

:

jp.cial
mm
XA/mwUSmjbDam
proudly

PUPILS IN MRS. DENA SCHUTMAATS
AniirntiAM MutM ssfr
educationroom at Washington School

display ths crisp now $1 bHIs which thair
teacher gave them as a reward for their good
*

.chool
record.Th* $1 bill, won turned In
____
_
at Ptoplss Stats BBank on savings accounts
for
aacb pupil. Kay Wiarsma u the teller at left.

Bank Accounts Climax
Year-Long Thrift Study
A

year-long program on thrift

and conservation tor a special edu-

at Washington school
was climaxed Tuesday by a visit
cation unit

Legal Problems

to Peoples State Bank

Of Parking Lot

*

# _

(Panna-Sosphoto)

WANT-ADS
$25 to $500
Holland Loan Association
10 West 8th Street, Holland
Adv.

and opening

savings accounts for e*ch pupil.
It all started soma weeks ago
when the teacher,Mrs. Dena Schutmaat, said she would reward the
children at the end of the school
year for their work. At the time
she had no idea what tha prizes
would be and one by one discounted
suggestions as candy, toys, etc.
Then she saw an opportunity to
tie in the reward with the thrift
theme the class had studied aU
season,and decided to present each
child with a crisp $1 bin and have
each at them start a savings account.

_

Sheriff

Monks

Report

Smal

Topp and Derk Oostendorp. \ the school auditorium.TwentyHurl
Also receiving certificatesfrom seven, eighth graders were given
Holwerda were office assistants their diplomas by Principal H. J.
Receiving pins for all- A, records
no
•Holland’speppery Flying DutchBeatrice Vanden Brink, Elaine Mouw.
for the first semester were Louise In
Haak, Donna Huizenga and DoroSpeaker for the occasion was men stepped off their season on
Marsilje,Judy Nienhuis, Joan Vanthy Johnson. Library awards were the Rev. Ralph Menning, pastor the right foot Monday night at
ALLEGAN, Mich. (UP) -Allegan
den Brink, Mary Ellen Steketee, ALLEGAN (Special) - Tabling
presented by Librarian Anne of Central Park Reformed church.
Carol
Dulyea,
Jo
Lee
Hurlbut,
County
Sheriff William Runkel said
a proposal for plans and specificaRiverview Park by turning back
Selles to Betty Geenen, Georgianne His address was entitled "OpporRIarilynKunkel, Sally Houtman, tions for the proposed off-street
today
that
there Is 'toothing to”
Allegan 3-0 in a well-played ball
Tellman, Marian Geerlings, Bar- tunities.”
Eleanor Ver Burg. Receiving honreports
that
prisoners to the county
, bara Haak, Juella Schreur, Lois
Patricia Wagner was chairman game that lasted just one hour
orable mentions for all A’s and one parking area, Allegan’s city counDe Waard, Lois Kamphuis and of the program,which began with and 45 minutes.
jail have protested that Dr. Kencil
Monday
night
instructed
City
B were Nancy Plewes, Gary KempJanice Van Klavem.
a processional, played by Bette
The rejuvenatedlocals, under
neth B. Small is getting "prekers, Dorothy Larion, Lorraine AttorneyRex Orton and Manager
Miss Sena Grevengoed of the Miller with Robert Chambers as managershipof Russ Woldring,
Kooyers,Susan Clark, Marlyn De P. H. Beauvais to make a thorferentlfl treatment”
commercial department presented flag bearer. Robert Hoving led scored in the sixth and eighth
Waard, Merry De Waard, Eleanor
'There’s nothing to ft Ot aH and
the competent typing pin to Mar- devotions and Donald Johnson of innings while Jim Boeve and Jack their 3^-year-old child.
Van Doornik,Wanda KnoU, Bar- ough check of possible legal problems
in acquiring necessaryproDr. Small is not getting preferential
the
faculty
gave
the
invocation.
In
her
decision
to
encourage
savKempker
shared
mound
duties
cia Van Huis. She also announced
bara Becker, Keith Van Hoff and
perty.
ings accounts, Mrs. Schutmaat treatment”Runekl aid.
that Thelma Beagle, a senior, had Class president Gary Gibbons and limited the visitors to just
Marshall Elzinga.
Council agroed that the investi- quoted PresidentWilliam McKintaken third place in the interna- gave the welcome and David five hits.
The Henry Geerlings Citizenship
Dr. Small, SI, Detroit dentist If
gation should be made before the ley: "A savings bank to the home
Boeve went a full five innings,
tional shorthandcontest and was Knoll, seventh grader, read the
award of $15 was split .five ways,
being
held to jail pending trial on
city enters into a contract for means more for the future of the
awarded a fountain pen. Miss class prophecy.Music included allowed four hits, struck out five
going to Mary Ellen Steketee,Helcharges that he murdered Julet
engineering
services
which
wiU
selections
by
the
school
orchestra
and walked just one. Kempker
childrenof the famUy almost than
Jeanette Veltman, also of the comen Bosch, Lester Overway, Judy
cost five percent of the total pro- aU the advloe to the world. It Lack, 45, New York millionaire,
mercial department,presented directed by Miss Ruby Nyenhuis, hurled the last four innings and To Scout
Nienhuis and Carol Dulye*.
who he charged with trying to
allowed Just one hit, struck out
first year competent typing pins and a violin solo by Gail Moon.
Edward Van Eenenaam was the ject, or $10,000in case the project Ives them ths right stirt"
break up his home.
is
postponed.
Pressntatlon
of
trophies
and
During the year, Mr*. Schutmaat
five and walked three. Holland
to Janice Mokma and Jacquelyn
best Junior high officer named by
Peter
Kromann
of
Holland
was
Daverman Company, Grand tried to keep the childrenconscious Runkel said that Small is one of
Ortman. She also awarded Zaner athletic awards was made by W. didn’t commit an error.
faculty and officers. Police officers
B.
Gibbon,
school
officer.
For
the
re-elected
vice
president
of
the
Rapids
made the propo- where waste was evident, both In the most popular prisoners to ths
The
locals
scored
their
first
run
Bloser penmanship certificatesto
named Howard Bos
Boa as best police i * •engineers,
u n*u,wr** ™ue me pro;
jail because he has been sharing
fifth
consecutive
year,
the
school
in the sixth when speedy Ron Grand Valley Boy Scout Council
the school room and on the
Emily Bos, Betty Geenen, Wilma
pies, cakes and cookies that he
received
the
class
A
South
OtFortney
came
all
around
on
an
gro
u
n
d
s.
She
also
emphasized
Jansen, Shirley Rutgers and Gayle
at the group’s annual meeting Schaap as best senator.
has received from many friends,
tawa
track
trophy,
and
for
the
night’s
session
was
a
resolution
by
inside the park home run. The
promptness, good habits, proper
Schripsema.Also in the commerat Comstock Park last Thursday. Baseball tournament awards
Francis
Hanson
recognizing
the diets and plenty of sleep, safety relatives and well-wisherswith
cial field, Robert Strabbingpre- second year, the girls Suburban locals counted their other two in
Kromann Is a former president went to room 23 for winning the community service of ex-Mayor and fire prevention. Girl* were other Inmates.
the eighth on a fielder’schoice
sented Joyce Wedeven with a *5 League basketball trophy.
of
the Ottawa-Allegan council ninth grade tournamentwith Allen Walter Kyes who recently resign- taught to save to their sewing les- "Sure, he has a private cell but
After
the
awards,
the
Harringand a triple by WHltey Witteveen
check, an award given annually
and
has been awarded scouting’* Hill as captain; room 24 and 26 ed to accept a statl highway de- sons and boy* were taught to econ- there's a man right next to him
r .by ths local chapter of the Ameri- ton String Quartet directed by along with a double by Lou Hum- highest
who hu a cell to himself, too,”
honor, the Silver Beaver eighth grade, with Harold De Vries partment post after seven years
Mrs.
Carleton
Kelch
played
a
bert.
omize to the use of wood at wood
can Society of Women Accountants
captain; room 25, seventh grade,
award.
Runkel said. "There’s nothing unselection. Mrs. Henry Weyenberg,
on the council.
shop.
Allegan was charged with two
to the best girl bookkeepingstuwith Neil Paauwe as captain.
usual to that And the prisoners,
Six others from this area were
PTA president,presented gifts to errors in the game. Walt BoettLow bidders were determined
is far as I know, have not held
elected to serv.e with Kromann
and contracts awarded in two city
“Footprints" certificates were the graduatesand Allan Teusink cher did the hurling chores for
any kind of a protest meeting or
on the council executive board.
projects. The D. E. Taylor Co., Minionary to Navajo
presented by Miss Veltman to read the class will. The graduates the visitors and allowed seven
anything like that I should know,
sang a "Graduation Song" and the hits, struck out five and walked They are WendeU A. Miles, Dr.
Elkhart, Ind., was low bidder on Indians Dies at Phoenix
Shirley Nonhof, editor of this
shouldn’t I?”
M. Eugene Osterhaven,W.H.
entire audience sang, "America two.
repairs to the State St. bridge.
' year's publication and to Bill De
VandeWater, and Ray N. Smith,
the Beautiful.”Rev. Menning gave
Their
bid
totaled
$4,250.
Taylor
Boettcher
was
the
leading
hitWord has been received by memRoo, business manager.
(From Wednesday'sSentinel)
all of Holland; John Kole, Robert
ter for Allegan with two out of
Lewis Stegink received the the benediction.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Coy from told council he could start work bers of Maple Avenue Christian Mother of Hamilton
S.
DeBruyn
and
Miner
Meindert
Bausch and Lomb medal for Gifts were presentedto Prin- four.
Denver Colo., have been visiting within two weeks. The firm re- Reformed Church that their miscipal Mouw, to Custodian John
cently completed repairs to the sionary-pastor, the Rev. William Woman Succumbs
Holland’s leading hitters were sma, Zeelaind.
science and James Jipping reCornelius Brewer, Dr. A. Leen- local relatives last week and are Otsego city bridge which collapsed
Ter Vree and to two teachers who Fortney with two out of four and
Goudberg,about 60, died Tuesday
ceived the RennselaerPolytechnic
returningthis week.
Mrs. Olive Sherd, 67, of Greenwill not return next year, Mrs. Witteveen with the same count. houts, Charles R. Sligh, Jr., and
beneath a' truck several months afternoon to Phoenix, Arix.
award in mathematics.Both were
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Martin
Tubergen
ville, former Grand Rapids resiArlene Northuis and Donald John- Other Holland hits were by Hum- A.E. Van Lente, all of Holland,
ago.
Rev.
Goudberg
served
as
mispresented by John De Vries of the
son.
were elected to honorary mem- attended the funeral of their The H. J. Compton company,
dent, died Tuesday morning at ft
bert, Dick Plagenhoef and Dick
sionary pastor among the Navajo
science and mathematics departaunt, Mrs. Fanny Van Der Ble, in
bership in the council
Greenville hospital She was the
Officers of the graduating class Ypkes.
» jnents.
the Graafschap Christian Church with a bid of ,$1,099.50,was award- Indians to New Mexico for many mother of Mrs. George W. Bauare Gary Gibbons, president; AlHolland's
lineup
Included:
Ron
ed
a
contract
for
construction
of
years and recently was engaged In
last Thursday afternoon. Essay awards were presented lan Teusink, vice president; Gail
man, route 2, Hamilton,and had
translatingthe Bible Into the Na- visitedhere many times.
by Marinus Pott of the English Moon, secretary,and William Boeve behind the plate, Witteveen Twins Are Honored
A trio consisfingof Dick Elzi- the Davis St. sanitary sewer.
at
first,
Bill
Sandahl
at
second,
The
Sinclair
Oil
company,
with
department. He presented the cash
nga, Mrs. Lfcuis Meengs and Mrs.
vajo language.
Survivors Include five daughters
Tomovish,treasurer. In charge
awards to Lois Kok, Lila Mich- of decorations were Allan Teu- Bob Van Dyke at third, Fortney At Birthday Party
Ken De Jonge of Zeeland supplied a bid of 16.4 cents per gallon, was
Funeral services win be con- and one son.
special music at the Reformed awarded the contract for supply ducted Saturday at 2 p.m. at Fuller
merhuizen and Norma Vander sink, Georgi Becksvoort, Gail at shortstop,J. Shindle and Yskes
Funeral services win be held
Wal. In forensics,Pott presented Moon, Sharon Teusink and Gary in left field, Humbert in center Mr. and Mrs. John Koopman of Church serviceslast Sunday even- gasoline to the city during the fis- Avenue Christian Reformed church Friday at 2 pun. at Sheridan,
37 East 17th St. entertained at a
and
Plagenhoef
in
right.
first year pins to Jay Dykstra, Bob
ng. They, were accompanied by cal year startingJuly 1. The Sin- Grand Rapids. The body is at
Gibbons.
Woldring has ordered more party Monday afternoon in honor* Mrs. Mart De Jonge on the piano. clair bid provided for adjustments Zaagman’s Funeral Home on East- Mich, with the Rev. Frank
Balfoort, Paula Nykamp, Derk
Thatcher, formerly of Holland, ofGraduateswere Elaine AaldThe Ladies Aid of the Reform- if wholesale prices fall below cur- ern Ave., Grand Rapids, where ficiating. Burial win be at Sunny
Oostendorpand Albert Roon. erink, Georgiann Becksvoort, practice for his team this week of their six-year-old twins, Gene
before the locals open Southwest and Gail, who celebrated their ed Church will meet Thursday rent levels.
Warren Boer received a first year Sharon Boersema, Ronald Busfriends may call
Hill Cemetery at Palo.
birthday.
Michigan League play June 14.
at 2 p.m. In the chapel. Mrs.
pin and dictionary while Sheryl scher, Rayne Den Uyl, Louis De
The Dutchmen showed a lot of
Gail
invited Jeanette Holwerda, Arnold Huyser and Mrs. L. KlaKragt received^a second year pin Witt, Michael Dyke, Gary Gibhustle and pep in Monday’s game Nancy Tinholt,Ginny Hebert, Kris- mer will be hostesses.
and Dave Vander Ploeg received bons, Nikki Haight, Thomas Hamand it looks as though Woldring si Kammeraad and Barbara Van
The Reformed Church will have
the second year pin and diction- lin, Robert Hoving. Gail Moon,
has injected a good deal of zip Loo.
its annual picnic Friday In Walary. The only third year pin went Robert Nlcol, Daniel Oonk, Nancy
into the team.
Gene invited as his guests John- ker Memorial Park, a mile east
to Bill De Roo.
Pitcher, Betty Ten Broeke, Allan
ny Vereeke, Lyle Koopman, Lester of Byron Center. There will be
Hero Bratt, debate coach, pre- Teusink, Sharon Teusink, William The Rev. and Mrs. A. J. Neevel
Den Uyl and Bobby and Gary Van sports for all and a ball game
sented certificates from the De- Tomovish, James Van Huis, Marof North Tarrytown,N.Y., arrived Langevelde.Gifts were presented
between the married and single
troit Free Press and keys from the da Volkema, Patrida Wagner,
in Holland Wednesday to spend a dhd refreshments served.
men. All friendsand former memMichigan Forensic association to Ronald Walters, Edward Well- week with Mrs. Neevel’s mother,
Mrs. Koopman was assisted by bers are welcome to enjoy a time
Bill De Roo, Calvin Hoogstra, wood, Delores Westerhof, Carol
Mrs. S. C. Nettinga, 234 West 16th her daughters, Sydelle, Karren and of fellowship with us.
David Vander Ploeg and Richard Weyenberg and Larry Zoerman. St
Linda.
Mr. and Mrs. John Oppenhuizen
i^Hertel.
and children moved Into the WilChoir pins for three year partiliam Barnes apartments last week.
cipationin the a cappella choir
Dick Van Til and son Bruce
were presented by directorMarvin
moved to Grandville recently and
Baas to Loretta Wagenveld,Leona
Mr. and Mrs. Drent from Grand
Kaaahoek,Marjorie De Vries, Lois
Rapds have moved Into the place
Kok, Janice Staal, Mary Vander
vacated by the Van Tils. Bonnie
Hill, Shirley Nonhof, Joan Westen-
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Win

ABegan Studied

Locals Elected
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Beaverdam

mac

Timmer and Carla
Tinholt. Some of those receiving

broek, June

w

medals alsb received certificates

i:

. for participatingin' various quar-

\

*

tet* or other ensembles. Those
receiving just the certificates were
Mary Ellen Wolters, Calvin Dykman, Herbert Wybenga, Gary
Vander Ark.
Henry Vander Linde, band director, presented the Arlan music
award of the Christian Band Par> ent* dub to Calvin Langejans. He
Also presented medals for three or
more years of participationin the
senior band to Ron Van Til, Janice
Staal, Ed Westdnbroek,June Timmer, Marjorie De Vries, Shirley
Vereeke, Cornelia Steenwyk,Paul
-

V

n

V

.

Hospital.

'

.

.
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be

on “Our
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Answer Two Alarms
Holland firemen made two runs
Wednesday night One at 10:30
pm. was to the Donnelly-Kelley
Glass Co. where a short In the
alarm box sent out a signal The
second at 12:30 ajn. was to the
Owl Cafe where some smoke

broek, Ronald Pothoven, Lewis

De Roo, Calvin Langejans and
Dick Lenters.
"Echo” awards for work on the
school newspaper were given by
Clarence Pott, faculty advisor, to
Marcia Streur, senior editor, Dale
Topp, junior editor and Paul Koop,
business manager.
In a closing ceremony, Shirley

Only about two per cent of the
I people in the United States have

will

Bread.”

Stegink, David Vander Leek, Bill

^ear. Bos respondedbriefly.

The Rev. Simon Hoffman was
extended a call from the local
Christian Reformed church. Next
Sunday the Rev. John De Haap
wiU occupy the pulpit.
Next Sunday evening, Rev.
Weener wiU continuehis series
on the Lord's Prayer. The me-

aage

Nykamp, Mary Jane De Weerd,
Ted Vanden Brink, Joan Westen-

Nonhof, editor of the “Footprints,"
presented the first copy of the
book to Supt. Bert P. Bos, to whom
the publicationwas dedicated this

her grandparents,Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Bowman.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Klynstraannounce the birth of a son last
Saturday, June 5, In Zeeland

damage was reported to the baseof the blaze was not
Immediately determined.

ment Cause

Judgment Granted

GRAND HAVEN

—

(Special)
default judgment of $1,16251,
plus coats of $26.90, was granted

A
FOUl CHAMPlONBfflPSM FIVE YEAH - Tkaf. dw
ivcord ot Alt Now Groningtntotiballteam Oaf recently
warn tit fourth mown hr edghf Federal5-4. The dam
•T ciampx had a 9-1 record playing twin bOlt wtih
Jamestown. North Holland. Van Raalte. Boratio and
FodoraL In port teaton phy they heat “C champ.
JUwttd. MI L and krt Inetdar whipped das "A”

law, hit to right ares Braes Erertt. /bn fan Dam. BUI
champ. Beechwood. 22-2. Includedon the squad, front
Banton. Men Baler. Wayne De long. Ken Wlerda. Bob
EhodenKOL- (Back tow) Coach Nehon Stegeaan.Larry
Rlemertma, Ronald Platman. Tom Gebben. Dak Vet
Meek. Jerry Bergtma.Jack Mlddlecamp and Mike Keber.

the Old Kent Bank of Grand
Rapids against Darlene Smith and
Harold H. Smith, of Grand Haven,
in Ottawa Circuit Court Monday
noon. The amount represents the
balance due on a promissory note
dated Nov. 13, 1952.

THIS PICTURE TAKEN BY Jim
Avs. won a $10 special award in
' High School
on* of 265

picture taking

THi
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lightanK Crews

10, 19S*

Vailsuf,
It’s newcomer time in Holland
again, and the city hostess has
made the following calls on new
arrivals during May:
Mr. and Mrs. L. Siebesma and
their four children,two boys and
two girls ranging in ages from 4 to
11, have arrived here from foe
Netherlandsand are living at 272
East Eighth St Mr. Siebesma is
a baker at Triumph Bakery.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lininger,
Jr., and their two children, have
arrived from Geneva, N.Y., and
are living at 66 East 12th St Mr.

From A1 Overlie

WflBeatMBYC
Final plans for one of the outstanding sailing events on Lake
Macatawa this summer are rapidly taking shape.
The Sears Cup races are scheduled at Macatawa Bay Yacht Chib
beginning Aug. 30 and will include
competition from throughout the
nation. This year marks the second
time since the Sears award became a truly national prize that
the event has been held on a fresh
water lake. It usually is held on
some east coast site.
Symbolic of the junior national
sailing championship,the Sears
award is open to boys and girls
who are members of recognized
yacht clubs between 15 and 18
years of age.
Eight crews of three youngsters
each will compete in the 19-foot
Lightning class sloops of the host
Macatawa Bay Club for the Sears

Softy)

Blendon Township

Moose

Gerk Succumbs

Team Defeated;

ZEELAND

(Special)

—

Nick

Hukt

and Alma at home, Mrs. James
Boersen and Mrs, George E.

Bros.

Wins

Moose was tagged with a

Gruppen, of Borculo; four grand-

4

sting-

sister,Mrs. Alice

ing upset in Holland City Softball

Nichols of Grandville.
Vender Slacht, 65, route 1, Zeeland, died at Holland Hospital
Friday night where he had been
a patient for a week. He had been
ill for some time previously. He
was clefk of Blendon township,
which position he held for 20

League play by Vandenberg Buicks
at Van Tongeren Field Friday

children;

one

night. It

was

the first setback in

six starts for the

Lodge. Final

score was a close 1-0.

In the other game, Hulst Bros,
continued on the unbeaten path—
and in the league lead— by pounding out a 5-1 decision over North , (
End Tavern.
While outhittingthe Moose In
that game Friday, 5-4, It was a
run in the bottom of the sixth by
the Buicks that proved so decisive.
The counter came on a single by
Stan Wlodarczyk and another one
base hit by Norm Japinga.
Matt Numikoski was on foe
mound for the losers. He allowed a
double by Rich Wolters, and singles by Wlodarczyk,Japinga, Ron
Creek have purchaseda home at Lugten and Mrs. Marvin Van
finals.
216 Dartmouth Ave. Mr. Combs is Doornik. The business session was by Dr. Irwin J. Lubbers,college Israels and Bob Fortney.
Sectional eliminations will be
Bob Fortney was the winning •
office manager at DeNooyer’s held at the latter’shome with president.
conducted among crews from 22
Miss Breid received her bache- hurler and allowed hits to Gil VanChevrolet Garage.
Miss
Josephine
Bolks
presiding.
member associationsof the union
lor of arts degree from Hope in
The new vice president, Mrs. 1950 and was graduated with hon- denberg and Walt Hudzik and two
from all sectionsof the country
singlesto Numikoski.
We keep hearing new versions-of Reinstrawill be chairman of the
except the Pacificcoast, to deterors. She received a master of
the
old
expressions
“30”
meaning
program committee for the com- science degree in 1953 from Uni- In the first game, Hulst scored
month ago. Joe has two broken legs and two
MRS. JOSEPHINE ANTAS odds her autograph
mine the finalists.
the end.
ing club year which will open versity of Indiana whefe she once In the second on singles by
crushed feet and although he hasn't counted
First placed in competitionin
to one of the casts of her brother, Joe Knoll,
Kazz Kalman and Ed Klinge and * '
Latest one is some chitchat from the third week in September. A
1921, the Sears award became a
majored in physical education. a wild pitch. They added one in
them, it's a sure bet he has more fractures than
who was transferred to Holland Hospital this
United Press quoting Ross John- contribution was to be sent by
truly national prize years later
While at Indiana she was elected the fifth on a single by Laverae
Mrs. Antas had when she was hit by a runaway
week from Charlevoix where he was critically
son, retired chief operator of hte the treasurer for Disabled Vetwhen it was officially deeded to
to Delta Psi Kappa, honorary Zoerhoff and an error. The final
car on a golf course sight month ago.
injured in an auto accident more than a
United Press in Chicago. Ross said erans Muscle Therapy. Miss Bolks
the North American Yacht Racing
society of physical educationfor three crossed in the fifth on an
it all began when an operator once will again head the group as
(Sentinel photo)
Union, which has since conducted
women.
error, fielder’s choice and a
said on the Morse, "30” at the end president the coming club. year.
foe event
In 1950 and 51, Miss Breid bases clearing home run by A1
of his page, meaning that it was
Dr.
and
Mrs.
H.W.
Tenpas
To enter a crew, local associaserved on the Hoj>q faculty as Velthuis.
time for a breather after 30 lines have returned from a week’s
tions must notify the correspondassistant in physical education.
of copy.
fishing trip to Canada with the In 1952 she was appointed instruc- North End tallied its only run
ing secretary at NAYRU on or
in the fifth on. a double by Bill
As for "73’s”, we still define that former’s sister and husband from
before the date of the beginning of
tor in physicaleducation for Zych and a stolen base along with
as
"best wishes” or a friendly New York state.
foe finals in each event. All enwomen at Central College, Pella,
farewell
There will be eight Hamilton Iowa and held that post to the a single by Ed Stille.
trants must be abk to swim at Will
Stille was the losing pitcher and
graduatesamong the senior class present
least 50 yards.
,
gave up six hits while Larry
A
local
merchant
received
a
note
of
Holland
High
School
at
the
The number of races in the final
She will replace Maxine Richardfrom a Fort Wayne visitor to Tulip coming commencement exercises son who has accepted a position Knoper hurled for Hulst and allowseries will correspond to the HIGGINS LAKE, Mich. (UP)
If the pluck and courage by a or a year,' but she left the hospi- Time admiring the African violets
ed five hits.
on June 17. Included are Marilyn in California.
The State Conservation Commission
number of crews competing.
John Messbergan, DeU Koop,
local brotflfer-and-sister
team in tal after 10 weeks and in about he had had on display in his win- Nyhof, Marlene Joostbems, Dar
Youths who come to MBYC for today approved a 3358,851 budget
three months was able to get dow. He obligingly wrote the
Bill
Zych, Roy Klomparens and
“battling” fractures could be
lene Smidt, Dale Groenhide, Confoe event will use local Lightnings
around. For the past month or woman the name of the variety
for stream improvement projects.
StiUe had the North End Tavern
nie
Haakma,
Beverly
Veen,
Phylmarketed
and
put
Into
bottles,
for the Sears competition,inashits while Zoerhoff, Ron WeatherThe budget Included 345,000 to the world would be a happier more she has been working. She and where the plants could be lis Brink and Marilyn Hansen. Civil Suits
much as they Will be coming from
drives a car, scorns a cane, but
bee, Kalman, Velthuis and Knoper
A
Hope
College
Scholarship
has
obtained.
launch
a
new
improvement
proall points in the country and it is
place.
is still pretty careful how she
had the Hulst hits.
been
awarded
to Miss. Brink, who
• )
impracticle for them to haul boats gram on Huron River In Washtenaw
Between them, Mrs. Josephine moves.
Simon Den Uyl who has been is a daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
kuch distances.
Antas
and
her
brother,
Joe
Knoll,
She spent most of Friday at St
In
Circuit
County and 352,000 fof new stream
Robert N. Bavier, Jr., is correshold a record that no one— but Mary’s Hospital In Grand Rapids touring Europe with a group of John Brink, Jr., of Hamilton.
maintenance work on Otter River
ponding secretary of the NAYRU
no one— would ever voluntarily and had a long pin removed from Detroit Chamber of Commerce Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Heuvel(Special)
members dropped us a line that man and young son spent the GRAND
in
Houghton
County.
The
remainder
with headquarters at 37 West 44th
try to equal or better.
her left arm. She still has a pin
St, New York 36, N.Y.
of foe funds are to be used for
Last Sept. 30 Mrs. Antas was in her right leg and this pin will he had visited General and Mrs. Memorial Day weekend with Mrs. Several civil suits have been filed
W. H. Arnold in Austria.The Arn- Heuvelman’s parents, Mr. and in Ottawa Circuit Court.
continuanceof programs already struck by a runway car at Legion probably be removed later this
Den Brink at the
olds are long time summer resi- Mrs.
x
golf
course
and
received
a
badly
summer.
underway on Pine River, , Fox
One involves five cases aaginst
dents at Macatawa, and currently latter’s summer home on Burt
fractured
right
leg,
compound
After a long month in CharleRiver, Maple River, . and Cedar
West Shore Construction Co., the
fracture of the left arm, a frac- voix Hospital, Joe was perhaps Lt. Gen. Arnold is the new com- Lake, near Indian River.
River.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Rein- Ottawa County Road Commission,
, Mrs. Max Britton has returned
mander
of U.S. forces in Austria.
tured
right
hand
and
some
ashappiest of all to see his sister
The Commission approved game
Mary Bremer to James M.
to her home after spending a few
Gen. Arnold has been quite suc- mink have announced the birth Carl T.\ Bowen and William Osner
land acquisitionsto add 140 acres sorted Injuries including a black and to oote the progress she had
of
a
daughter,
Dawn
Faye
at of the commission office, asking Klooz Lot 54 Harrington and Vanweeks at Fort Walter Beach, Fla.,
cessful
in
his
new
command,
and
to Allegan State Forest and 80 eye. She never quite got around made in that month. There's
Holland Hospital. Mother and damages totaling 3245,000 as the denberg Bros. Sub. Twp. Park.
helping care for her new grandnothing like good understanding according to newspaper writers
acres to Chippewa River State to count all her fractures.
Jacob DeBoe and wf. to Peter
baby have returned home.
daughter, Lee Ann Kueks, born
the
morale
has
risen
sharply
to
result of an accident June 23, 1951,
On May 2, Joe Knoll was a between fracture victims.
Forest
Dykema
and wf. Lot 156 Steketee
The
Woman’s
Study
Gub
held
May 12. Mrs. Kueks was the forat the intersectionof Gordon St.
passenger in a car that crashed
Joe is glad to be back in Hol- Austria. For instance, he avpids
Acquisitionsof new public fishing
its final meeting of the season and 120th Ave. The two cars were Bros. Add. City of Holland.
mer Miss Winifred Burrows, niece
into a barricade near /Chaxlevoix land for a lot of reasons. His all conspicuous military display
sites included 255 feet frontage on
Dora Wolbert et al to Ottawa
of Mrs. Frank Burrows of Pulland has banned all motorcycle es- last week. A dinner was enjoyed operated by Edmund T. Hyzy
Bar Lake in Manistee County and and he ended up with compound wife and four children are here,
Savings & Loan Association Lot 62
man.
fractures of both legs, two crush- so are his parents and nearly all corts. He encqurages the Ameri- at "House by the Side of the traveling south on 120th and
100 feet frontage at Paw Paw Lake
Vanden Bosch’s Sub. City of HolMr. and Mrs. Edd Whitney of
ed feet, a pelvic fracture, two of his six sisters.He also has can GI’s to we£fr civilian clothes Road” in Sahgatuck and arrange- George Hoag headed west on Gor- land.
in Kalamazoo County.
ments
were
in
charge
of
Mrs.
Kalamazoo spent Sunday with Mr.
don.
broken ribs, an elbow injury, fore- two brothers. That will make as much as possible.
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ian Endeavor groups of the ReThird Reformed Church Women’s Hudeonville. The Austof car was three-year-bonors, Nancy Maat- two daughters, Mrs. James Hoekje
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conducted devotions and was in departmentdeputies ticketed Holt
Members of the committee in Boeve, East Holland.
H. Austin Lucas, former cap- Sunday the Lord's Day.” Serving
charge of the business meeting. for failureto stop within assured charge of the affair were Mrs.
Funeral services will be Mon- tain in Holland Company D, Na- as pianist was Carol Johnson.
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Mrs. Donald Stehower, Mrs.
Miss Jean Nienhuis, former mis- clear distance ahead.
Raymond L. Smith, chairman. day at 1:30 p.m. at the home and tional Guard, died Friday in Los
Former Castle Park
is
sionary to China, who at present
Mrs. Paul Winchester,Mrs. Ed 2 p.m. at'Niekerk Christian Re- Angeles after a short illness. He George Dampen and Mrs. C.
Resident Succumbs
is making hei home In Holland,
Damson, Mrs. L.W. Lamb, Jr., formed Church with the Rev. was 63 years old. A former Grand Hansen represented the local
•poke of her work In the Philip- Uses Wrong 'MoiP
Miss Fern Resell Becksvoort
Woman’s Study Club at foe Counand Mrs. Preston Luidens.Mrs. Ralph Heynen officiating. Burial Haven resident, he 'also was
Word has been received here of
Mr. ahd Mrs. George Be
pines. Mrs. Harry Frissel sang a
Firemen believe someone mis- James K. Ward gave the bene- will be In East Holland Ceme- former captain In Headquarters ty Federationmeeting held to
•oto accompanied by Roger Riet- took an alarm box at the corner diction.
tery,
Co.,' Muskegon National Guard. Otsego. Mrs. Gayton Hoffman voort of route 1, Holland, an- the death of Albert Elders, 66, who
their succumbed of a heart attack at i
of 10th St and River Ave. for a
Clever table decorationsfor
Tjhe body will be at the Barore His wife, a son, a daughter and of Grand Rapids was the malt nounce the
A,”;- his home in Grandville Friday ’
mall box, attempted to mail a the event featured large diplomas Funeral Home until Saturday at five grandchildren survive. Mili- speaker. Mrs. Stehower gave a daughter,Fern Resell, to Alvin
letter, and accidentally turned in and flowers, with mortar-boards
when it will be taken to tary rites will be fbnducted in report of this program at the Jay Dykhuis, son of Mr. .and Mrs. noon. He formerly lived at Castle
Park,
William Dykhuis of route 5.
final meeting of foe dub.
and diplomas as plaoa sards.
Lininger is an economics 'instructor at Hope CoUege.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell W. Gilbert
and three sons of Muskegon have
Surviving are the, wife, Alice,
purchased a home at 821 West and four daughters, Margaret
24th St Mr. Gilbert. Is employed
MAHY L. BRE1D
by Sears Roebuck.'
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Flannigan of
Hope Pkyiical Education
Battle Creek are living at 50 East
Eighth St. Their children are
The HamiltonMusic Hour Gub Teacher Appointed
grown. Mr. Flanniganis counselor closed activities of the 1953-54
Mary L. Breid of Walden, N.Y.,
of the music division of Charles season with a progressive dinner.
Scribners’ Sons.
Serving as hostesses were Mrs. has been appointedassistant of
Mr. and Mrs. Harold A. Combs James Haan, Mrs. Don Reinstra, physical education at Hope Coland young daughter of Battle Mrs. Floyd Kaper, Mrs.. Gilbert
lege. according to announcement
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